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INTEROFFICE MAIL

- Vote!

otline .Blasts
Campus Police A buse

r

by Carlos de Sa
Hotline Director Tom O ' Donnell addressed th e Executive Board session of Student Organization Thursday,
October 19, to protest what he termed, " a reoccurin g
problem between our program and Campus Police."
According to O 'Donnell, the open the b uildi ng, if necessary,
probl em is two-dimensional : and the Hot lin e office.
First, he cites the lack of com" Th e abuse has ranged from
munication
within
Campus actua l verb al assault of volunPo lice regarding thei r own teers to leaving them stranded,"
po licies toward his o rganiza- said O 'Donnell. According to
tion; seco nd, th e attitude of a O ' Do nn ell, the latest incident
handful of Campus Poli ce of- with hi s volu nteers o n Sunday,
ficers resulting in " ou tright Octo ber 15, pro mpted his
ab use of our vo lunteers, wh ich I protest. On that day, he states
w ill not tolera te."
Hotli ne Co-o rdinato r Joe Sivoli
O ' Donnell states t hat with in and Admini strat ive Assistant
the past few years the situation Susan Weber were subjected to
has worsened to the point that verbal abuse by a Campus Police
several volunteers have been Officer. He suggested that the
compelled to resign because of following actions be taken : •
run-ins with Campus Police. The
1. Action be taken against the
procedure established for officer involved in the October
Hotli ne voluntee rs who work 15th inci den t.
d uring the weekend is the
2. A stu dent liasion be created
following : Th e vol unteer shows betwee n Ca mpu s Poli ce, the
up at Cam pus Pol ice H eadqu ar- Pol ice Community Relation s
ters, presen ts a specia l ID card to Coun ci l, and student groups to
t he des k officer and si gns t he fac il itate proper communica build ing roster. The Pol ice then tion between Campus Police and

Tom O'Donnell, Director of Hotline, speaks to Executive Board of Student Organization on Campus
Police abuses of Hotline volunteers.
the College Community.
4. If th is sit uatio n contin ues, sai d he talk ed to O ' Donn ell and
3. A stron g statement sent to we shall ta ke lega l act ion to suggested t hat he ta ke his comCampu s Poli ce remindin g them repress t his sla nder of ou r volun- pl aint to the newly-formed
of their rol e as a protection teers and organization .
Police Comm un ity Relations
,agen cy and no t a primitive agen Dean of Students Pat Ippolito, Cou nci l, w h ich is equi pped to
cy.
commenting on t he prob lem,
(Continued on page 16)
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Athletic Students Protest
Facih
by Kevin Cullen
On Tuesday, October 15th, an informal meeting
between varsity team captains, At hletic d irector Hawley
Waterman, and head foot ball coach Ray Murph y, d iscussed the need fo r improvements in the weightroom.

•
t.
One of the main gr ipes of Athleti c students are the overcrowded
facilities in the weight room .
0

A committee has been set up
to pursue the possibility of getting a better weig htroom . The
committee is hea ded by D r. Nettie Smith, chai rperson of the
physical education department
and Hawley Waterman . They will

Council: History Marches On
office an d $100 to t he Class of
by R. Clevelan d Stokes
Th e O cto be r 20t h meeti ng o f 1981 bud get for a Roots Essay
Student Cou ncil al most d idn 't Co ntest.
The Ind y advertising policy
occur. Quoru m wa s not reached
until 6:30, at which t ime fo ur passed through Finan ce Boa rd
coun c il memb e r s ca su all y o n O ctober 10th with little
stro lled in. This all occu rred problem . But in council it was
under the watchful eyes of another story. One council
several Freshmen class candi- membe r, Howard Popper,
dates, who came to witness thought that there were strong
" ramification s" concerning this
council for th e first time.
The agenda promised to be proposal. " Th is will set a
controversial since problem s precedent fo r oth er funded
with the Campus Police, condi- groups to accept paid advert ions in the w eight room, and the t ising," he stated . However
Independent Ad proposal came James Coholan , Editor- in-Chief
up. In add ition, President Ray of the Indy stated , " Many counParente reported on a Board of cil-members did not understand
Higher Edu cation meeting in the proposal and for that reason
Trenton covering the possibility the motion should be tabled ."
The proposa I provided for 90%
of tu ition increases for 1979-1980
of in come from advertisements
school year .
As it t urnPd out the meeting to go back into publishing, 5%
was. not as explosive as anti: into pr inting and office, 2½%
po stage and
cipated . Council members into both
showed some knowledge of the telephone.
Coholan added , " Any council
topics brought up, and those
wh o didn 't understand the pra- member . with any doubt s
ceedings decided not to vote on concerning the proposal can
them . Additionals were granted come to me for clarification ."
Again , the threat of tuition into S.C.A.T.E. $25 for printing and

creases for t he 1979-1980 f isca l
year ca m e to t he counci l floo r.
Ra y Parent e, back from a meet ing o f t he state Board of Higher
Edu ca tion in Trenton brought up
t he possibility of a 3% tuition increase for the coming year.
According to Pat Ippolito,
Dean of Students, " The College
of Medicine and Dentistry would
be most affected, then Rutgers
University, the New Jersey Institute of Technology, then the
state colleges wi t h County
Colleges being least affected."
According to Parente, " The
Chancellor almost tried to railroad this increase through . The
proposal was distributed 48
hours prior to the meeting.
Fortunately the budget committee realized the importance of
the proposal and tabled it. "
A complaint concerning the
weight room located in Campus
School East, also came to council.
Among the complaints were the
lack of equipment space, and the
sanitary conditions that exist .
Some of the equipment alleged-

(Continued on page 20)

meet sometime within the next 2
weeks with President Weiss and
Dean of Students, Pat Ippolito to
discuss the weightroom .
Students atten d ing t he meeting ge nerally fe lt the con ditions
at t he weig ht ro o m were pretty
bad . Dann y Lem berg Ass ista nt
Treas urer of t he St ud ent O rganization stated , " I t h in k stud ents
ta ke all steps to improve th e
deplorab le cond ition s t hat exis t
in w eight train ing and exercise. I
th ink th ere is room fo r change
and action, thi s action must
come in the form o f improvement." Students complained
that even though enrollment has
gone up in recent years, there

has not been any improvem ent
in the w eightroom in about 4
years . Lemberg blamed the
deterioratio n of the weigh troom on the " lack of interest and
care of those who were sup posed to develop a weight training ·and exercise program ."
Larry Dubiel, captain of t he
football team said , " what we are
looki ng for as students in the
ove ral l size of the room , and
enough equipment to serve the
needs of a school with 12,000
students ."
Th e
types
of
eq ui pment he me ntio ned were_
mo re weig hts , safety mats, exercise an d stretch ing board s, racks,
and be nches.
Accordi n g to so me lifters, a
few of t he negative aspects of the
present weig htro o m, besides a
la ck o f w eight t rainin g are no
showers or lock ers, broken benches, safety hazards. and a short-

(Continued on page 18)

Broken racks and weights present a safety hazard in the weight room.
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Newsbeat
Renata Club
The Renata Club of Kean College of New Jersey will present Dr.
Daniel DiSalvi spea king o n " Choosi ng a Personal Life Style," Thursday, O ctober 26 at 8:00 P_.M . in the Al umn i Loun ge of Downs Hall o n
the college campu s. Ad missi o n is free and the pu blic is invited . Refreshm ents will be served.

•••

Neowave Wins Jazz Audition
Neow ave, a local contemporary jazz group, was the win ne r of the
f irst Kean Co llege Jazz Seri es Aud ition . Neowave will showcase its
award-w inn in g ta lents in con cert in Kean 's Little Theatre on O ctober
30 at 8:00 P.M. The p ub lic is invi ted to attend th e free performa nce.
Gro up mem bers are Rocco Ru ssama no, percussionist from Rose lle
Park; Mitch Eisen berg, gu itarist fro m Li nden; David Post, bassist, and
Jay Levin , guita r, both fro m Elizabeth .
Further information about fu tu re auditions and jazz shows is
availab le by calli ng 527-2573.

•••
Girl Scout Troop ,

Four Kean Co llege students have estab'lished th e onl y active girl
scout troop fo r retarded ch il d re n in Union County.
The fou r coeds, Lisa Goldman of Rid gef ie ld, Kim M cCorr ick of
Succasun na, Linda Foley of Summ it, and Sue Keenan of Rahwa y
started the girl scout troop as a project requirement fo r a course in
the Special Education Program at Kean College.
The new troop (Troop #64) is affiliated with the Washington Stone
Scouts of Westfield and is sponsored by the Union Association for
Retarded Citizens.
The scoutmasters assist retarded children in developing basic skills

(Continued on page 18)

Kean College veterans may be
big losers if the VA succeeds in its
plans to end the Ve te ra ns'
Representative
on
Campu s
Progra m (Vet Rep). Th e VA has
announced tha t vet reps will be
recal led from the camp us to the
Newark Reg ional O ffice in the
near fu ture.
Vetera ns' gro ups across the
nation ' are up in arms over the
pro p ose d recall. Ve t erans
attend ing classes will be wi tho ut
the services of campus vet reps.
Timely and easy access to the VA
an d benefits info rmation wil l be
lost to students. The vet re p is in
an arm of the VA Regio nal O ffice ; he talks face to face with
vete rans, is ab le to lighte n the
heavy burea ucrat ic hammer of
VA decis ions, and has the ab ility
to contact someone with in the
parti c ular di vis ion o f the
regiona l office who can start
immediate action on veterans'
problems .
The loss of the vet rep at Kean
will mean when monthly checks
are lost resolving the problem
will be much more difficult and

Weiss, Benson Awarded by Sheriff

,I

Last October 10 Dr. Nathan
Weiss , President of Kean College
and Dr. Kenneth Benson, chairman of the College Health a-Ad
Recreation Department; were
recognized by the Union County
Sheriff's Department for their
development of a recreat ion
program for inmates of the
Un ion Coun ty jai l.
In present ing a plaque to Drs.
Weiss and Benson in appreciation of t heir effor ts in developing this program , Sheriff Froehlich stressed the role of recreation in maintaining a healty jail
climate; " to deal effectively with

a problem as serious as inmate
stress, recreation and exerci se
must be recognized as vital for
persons who are placed in the
monotonous regimen of a correctional center. They provide a
wholesome means of expending energy that might otherwise
find an outlet in misbehavior. Dr.
Weiss and Dr. Benson have
helped us to intelligently address
this problem and significantly
reduce its bad effects."
Sine~ assuming office in Janu ary of this year, Sheriff Froehlich
has instituted a wide range of
activities for inmates to help normalize the physical and social
correctional environment with in
· the jail. Chief among these activities is a planned program of
recreation . In response to the

take much longer than it presently does. Waiting time for
veterans in need of their
educational allotment will go
from a few weeks to a few months . Documents available to the
vet rep, which in the past have
been great assistors to resolving
vetera ns' prob,lems, will no
longer be available. These documents include the monthly cycle
listing and VA _computer printouts. Even the initial sign up or the
change of program, usually
routine for the vet rep, may take
much longer to be processed.
Benefits information will be
hardest hit . Kean veterans will be
without a fresh source for con-

stantly changing benefits information. The work-study staff
will not be trained as well nor
kept updated, as quickly on significant technical changes . The
Ca mpus Veterans' O ffice may
become a dead end for informatio n, forci ng vete rans into tangling with the VA RO in New ark.
If you wish to prevent this
short-changing, contact the
Campus Veterans Office for
more information and/ or write
to your representative protesting the change. In the end the
veterans attending school will
feel the brunt of this decision,
costing all of us cash . If you don 't
know who your Congressman is,
give us a call. Stand up and fight!

Athletic Training Program
The Department of Physical Education has announced
new collateral programs in the areas of athletic coaching
and athletic training. Collateral programs may be
elected by students in any major field. The Collateral
Program in Athletic Coaching is designed for students
who wish to enter the coaching profession at any level.
This program of twenty-five semester hours provides a
comprehensive concetration in all aspects of coaching
with particular focus on the sciences related to this
endeavor. Additional emphasis is given to the prevention and care of injuries, administration ·of athletic
programs and specialized preparation in the activity (or
activities) of interest. It is expected that opportunities for,
professional employment will be greatly enhanced for
those who elect this program in combination with any
teacher certification program .
A t h le ti c T r ai n i n g is a
specia lizatio n for ind ividua ls
w ho are interested in the health
needs of athletes. Athletic

Association ,

Successful

trainers are medical technicians

pletion

the

who work in cooperation with

semester hour program is the

team phys icians and coaches.
Their main duties concern th e
From left to right: Dr. Kenneth Benson, Chairman o( the College • management and prevention of
inj uries. They also have imHealth & Recreation Department, Ralph Froehlich, Union County
portant
fun ctions in first aid,
Sheriff and Dr. Nathan Weiss, President Kean College.
cond ition lng, analysis of protecSheriff's request for assistance, renovated t or a re creational site.
tive
equipment,
nutritional
Dr. Weiss contacted Dr. Ben son , Future plans call for the possible
counseling, safety, rehabilitation
who had developed a program construction of security areas
and application of supportive
for the U.S. Navy's Nuclear Sub- that would permit limited outdevices. This Collateral Program
marine Force. With Dr. Weiss ' door recreation .
support, Dr. Benson toured the
county jail, inspected its facilities and developed a recreation
program tailored to the jail
population 's needs within its
prevail in Newark, Jersey City,
b y Kamau Jackson lmani
physical
limitations .
The
As the Bilalian (African-Ameri- Elizabeth and other urban areas.
program includes chess and can) prepares to meet the chal- We who are faced with these
checker competitions, ping- langes of the 80's, we must begin
problems must develop s,olupong, handball, deck shuffle- to address ourselves to training tions to them .
board, group exercise and the and preparing for the responsiWe must begin to ask, " What
planned use of a " universal gym "
bility of assuming the leadership can I do to make my community
in an area of the jail now being of the " struggle. "
safe and secure? " " How can I
For most Bilalians the " strug- contribute to the economic life
gle" is agairost the unjust treat- of my community? "
Many Bilalians have found the
ments towards peopie because
of race, sex or economic condi - answer to some of these question , i. e. racism and discrimina- tions through the leadership of
Deen Muhammed,
tion . It is very easy _for so,m eone Wallace
sitting at home in Short, Hills or head of the World Community
Mountainside to be uncon - of Al-Islam in t he West. In the
cerned abou t th e,conditions that few short years since he assumed

maj o r step in becom ing a certi f ied athleti c trainer. The em ployment outlook for certified
trainers appears to be quite good
for the immediate future.

CRAFT STORE
Now what?

POTTERY
JEWELRY
PRINTS
PAINTINGS
WALL HANGINGS
PLANTS

PEACE CORPS end VISTA recruiter will be conducting interviews with
Nniora ■ nd gr■d students Monday ■ nd Tuesday, Nov. 6 -7 in the Placement
Office, 10 - 4 p.m .
We 'll show you how to use that diploma.

of

comthirt y-fo ur

Students seeking farther information should contact Dr. Ira
Kauffman in the Department of
Physical Education .

A BilalianPerspective·

Congratulations!

You c an worl< 9 to 5 for the man , 6r you c an work fullllme for m ankind
The PEACE CORPS and VISTA offer you a real alternative t hat could be the most
re wa rdin g experi ence of your fife .
In t he PEACE CORPS you can go where your skills and t ra,n,rrg are needed You
can live ,n a ne w land , speak a new lan guage. and be adopted by a new peop le
VISTA offers you the o pportunity to help people rig h t here ,n this country ,
whether ,rs on the t roubled ghetto , the mountains of Appalach ,a. o r ,n your o wn
community .
II you wa nt to do something really important , co nsider the PEACE CORPS o r
VISTA ... because you CAN m ake al l t he difference ,n the wor ld

in Athletic Train ing adheres to
curriculum guidelin es mandated
by the National A thletic Trainer's

FLOWERS
I

S loan Lounge College Center
Hours posted on door

the leadership of the former
Nation of Islam, he has brought
res'p ect to the organization from
the Bilalian communities and
Muslims around the world . The
Chief Imam, as he is called, set
the organization about the task
of " remakin.g the world ."
He started by changing the
name from the Nation of Islam to
the World Community of Islam
in the West . He opened the
doors to all who were will in g to
accept Islam, regardles s o f race .
Under his leadership the practice o f Islam became consistent
with that wh ich is practiced in
t he East. The term Bilalian was in trodu ced to repla ce black as a
designation .
The origin of Bilalian is derived
from Bilal, who was a freed slave
from Ethiopia. Bilal wa s the first
Muezz (one who calls the
believers to prayer) in Isl-am
under the prophet Muhammed
in the Seventh Century.
Walla ce Deen Muhammed is
part of the new leadership that is
insisting on moral and scholastic
excellence from the Bilalian
commun ity .
We must prepare ourselves to
accept and share the responsibility of leadership. We who are
students here represent the
leadership of the 80's. In order to
meet the coming challenges,
popularity is not going to be
enough. Prepare yourself now
for the future.
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The Homesteader

Campus Housing ( }ons_umer ( }ommentary

Michael Delon conducts phone interview.

Star Gatherer
by Dominick Farella
Michael Delon, a student at
Kean from 1975 to 1978, has been
interviewing and photographing famous people since the
young age of seventeen. He's
developed a reputation for obtaining personal interv iews with
people who do not ordinarily
grant them . He's twice interviewed the Spanish surrealist
painter, Salvador Dali, incl ud ing
the Dal i piece that appeared in
the November '78 issue of OUR
magazine, produced by Playboy
Publication s,
Inc.
England's

Kenneth Clark, Lord Clark of
Saltwood, one of the world 's
foremost art historians, granted
Michael one of his rare interviews.
In the medical field, some of
Michael 's subjects include: Dr.
Christiaan Barnard, the pioneer
heart transplant surgeon; the
late Dr. Irwin Stillman, creator of
th
rd
e famed " Wate iet"; Dr.
Bissa Santoro, cancer surgeon
and diplomat of the American
Board of Surgery.
Published in the U.S. and in
Europe, Michael 's articles and
photos have appeared on such
notables as: three time World
Heavyweight Boxing Champion,
Muhammad .Ali, Master of the
Art of Mime, Marcel Marceau,
actor Vincent Price, composer
Michel Legrand, "Godfather"
producer Albert S. Ruddy, " Star
Trek " creator Gene Roddenberry, producer-director Otto
Preminger, choreographer-state
director Geoffrey Holder, and
scores of others .
Michael Delon 's interviewing
work will be the subject of a
special television documentary,
produced and directed by independent filmmaker Bob Ward.
Michael will co-produce and star
in the film . Ten to fifteen minute
interview segments are planned
with several celebrities, ineluding Muhammad Ali, Otto
Preminger, and possibly

President Jimmy Carter.

"Everything is going well now,
but it wasn't always easy to obtain and publish interviews," says
Michael. " I believe that with
'round the clock effort and persistent determination - not taking no for an answer - I've succeeded!"
Michael will soon be making
guest appearances on televisio n
talk shows, beginning with the
Joe Franklin Show within the
next few weeks. Th e former
director of his own art gallery painting, fashion modeling and
the playing of three musical instrument s, round out so me of
Michael 's other talents. For
Michael Delon the creative hori zons are apparently endless!

Thi s is your "co rro sive co rre spondent." Bo y, I really like that
title. It really ha s pizzazz !
(Thanks alot Ri ch you have done
wonders for my image).
First of all I would like to give
my thanks to those who felt it
necessary to respond to la st
week's article. The article was
ve ry wordy and lacked my usual
mordant wit, but I felt the
suggestions mentioned were
very important and have to be
conside red by Student Orga nization . Okay; okay.
This week I would like to discuss somet hin g that I have given
alot of thought, ever since I
moved into the Kean College
Residence Halls.
As you well know Kean
College has a rather unique
residence complex. We as
residents live in apartments as
opposed to dreary little dormitories, so consider yourself lucky. I have had the misfortune of
living in dormitories and they
simply do not hold a candle to
the Kean College Res iden ce
Halls. So what is my point? The
point is merely this . Many
stude nts are just not ready to
make a healt hy adjustment to
apartment life. There are no specific orientation procedures for
incoming Freshman and transfer
students. The y are thrown into
the deep waters of residency and
expected to break into a perfect

breast stroke. In most ci rcumstances this is simply not the case.
Newly arriving residents are
forced to use the old " trial and
error" method in order to learn
simple daily chores that they
didn't learn at home from their
parents.
When I speak of a specific
orientation program , I do not
mean a program that is simply
used to disseminate Housing
regulations .
The · program has to be comprehensive in that it covers every
aspect of apartment life. Things
like how to use the stove should
be covered. Right now you must
think the old Homesteader has
flipped his or her proverbial lid,
but you would be surprised how
many people do not know the
difference between broiling and
baking. Plenty of residents think
a stove is something that mother
should be standing over, not
themselves .
Another thing that could be
covered is how to use the washer
and dryer. The other day I saw a
resident pour half a box of Cheer
in a washing machine to wash
one load of clothes. Yes folks ,
some people just do not know.
You may think that I am being
asi nin e but there are reside nts
who com e from homes where
everything has been done for
them , including the wash . Simple apartment chores can be a

Occupation.al Therapy At Kean
Kean College of New Jersey has become the state's
first college to offer an accredited occupational therapy
program leading to the bachelor of science degree. The
American Medical Association (AMA) and the American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) recently
approved accreditation of the program, whiGh was
evaluated last February. '
Program coordinator Beverly
K. Bain, who was instrumental in
establishing
occupational
therapy at Kean College, says,
"Accreditation will enable Kean
College graduates to take the
National Certification Examination given by the AOT A . Those
who pass will be qualified for
employment as registered occupational therapists in most states
and abroad ."
Only 24 students are accepted
into Kean College's occupational therapy major each year.
In addition to meeting high academic requirements, the student
must have completed 25 hours of
volunteer community service in•
hospitals, special schools, outpatient clinics or camps for the
handicapped . To qualify for the
bachelor of science degree in
occupational
therapy, Kean
students must complete four

serves a patient/client population whose inability to perform
self-care, work and leisure activities is caused by physical, psychosocial or developmental dysfunction or by environmental or
soc;iocultural

factors.

pain in the lower extremities if
you do not know how to do
them.
The
orientation
program
could also cover se minars from
how to shop for food on a
budget, to how to get along with
a roommate you cannot stand . A
program of this nature coyld
easi ly be handled by the
Counseling Center on campus. If
they currently have such a
program , more power to them.
In any case I know of no such
program implemented by the
Housing O ffice.
I am sure that newly arriving
residents would be able to adjust
far easier to the independent life
sty le an apartment provides if
they were able to take part in an
orientation program of this
nature.
The Homesteader can't do it
by himself, I need a little hand
from the powers that be to insure
that reside nts are informed
about life in the Re side nce Halls.
The more informed a resident is,
t he more li kely he or she will enjoy their stay in the buildings.
(Homesteader proverb #5).

By the way I would like to give
"special" thanks to the man who
felt it necessary to have the
banner
advertising
the
Residence Hall Association's
"Battle of the Buildings" taken
down Friday morning. (You
know who you are). I am sure
those residents who took time
and effort to hang the banner appreciate your arbitrary actions.
Next time do us a favor, mind
your own damn business. Boy do
I have a temper.
P.S. Keep those cards and
letters coming in. C/0 The
Homesteader
in
the.
Independent office.

The

r>rimary goal of occupational

and purposeful activity.
dp'nent of
This ~ pN)8,'•m ft ,,..ed on
years of course study as well as sfx fflerll,,,. fs...flnf
those patient's/client's skills a two-'year liberal arts foundamonths of supervised field exwhich are necessary for the per- tion, followed by two years of
perience.
formance of life tasks through- professional courses, plus six
An important consideration in
out the life span. The accom- mon·ths of supervised field work .
the State's approval of Kean for
plishment of these life tasks re- The professional curriculum is
the occupational therapy conquires the development and demanding and requires the full
centration is the college's locaintegration of motor, sensory- time attention of all students;
tion in a major metropolitan
integrative, cognitive, psycho- therefore,
scholarships
and
area . Kean is within an hour's
logical and social functions. It is financial aid information should
drive of 50 hospitals and agencies
the occupational therapist's role be obtained from the coordinaoffering a wide variety for
to guide and facilitate the tor of the O .T. program or the
student field work . Students
patient's/ client's mastery of life financial aid officials of the
commuting from · outlying areas
task skills tlirough self-directed College.
have easy access to the campus
Goodness, It's. . . ·
by the Garden State Parkway and
the New Jersey Turnpike.
The Occupational Therapy
program at Kean College of New
"'
Jersey is directed toward the
education of qualified and
competent professional occupational therapists to meet the
growing health care needs of the
State of New Jersey.
The occupational therapist

oh My

Those Crazy College Kids

Congress Drops . T.uitiqn. . T~x Creqits
1

WASH INCTON , D.C. (CPS) 1n a major victory for President
Carter, the Congress adopted
the president's Middle Income
Assistance Act and , in lastminute politicking before the
Oct. 15 adjournment, dropped
the tuition tax credit legislation
c t
ed
ar er oppos ·
The Middle Income Assistance Plan , offered by the presi dent last February as an_alternative to tuition_ t_ax credits, _a ~d s
some $1 :2 billion to existing
federal student financial aid
programs.

Und erthe act, which the presi•
dent is expected to sign into _l~w
shortly, dependents of families
e~r~ing more than $16,000 are
eligible for work-stud y grants for
the first time ever. Average
grants to families ear~ing $8,000-$16,000 per year will go up by
some $200
·
Tuition tax credits legislation,
which would have allo wed
families to deduct up to $ 7oo in
tuition costs from their income
taxes, passed both the House and
the Senate la st week. As origin ally introduced, th e bill ineluded the tuition co st s of
Specifically, the plan expands
d
·
I
t
d
stu ents in e emen ary an
the government's Basic Educad
h 00 I
II p0 11
·
se,con ary sc
s as we ·
tional
Opportunity
Grants,
· I
d.
d
d d th t
t1ca expe 1ency eman e
a
Guaranteed Student Loans, and
I
d
d
e ementary an
secon ar y
Work-Study programs . The plan
h I
b d
d f
sc 00 costs e roppe
rom
was generally pitched to middleh b·11 h . h
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t e 1 , w 1c wast en passe as
-income families, who presumd
I
t
an amen ment to a arger tax cu
ably want some relief from the b'II
1
ris ing costs of college educa·
tion.
House and Senate vers ions of

the larger bi II , though , w_e re different. When th~ . 6111 _was
referred ba~k to a Joint conference ~om~,t~ee, several rep_resentat1ves insisted on attaching
the elemen~a_ry and_ sec~ndary
school prov1s1on to 1t again . An
agreement co~ld not be
reached , and while the tax cut
bill went on to passage, the
tuition tax credit amendment to
it was dropped .
Despite the concurrent passage of the Carter · plan , Dr.
Albert Alford , assistant commissioner for legislation at the U.S.
Office of Education , expects that
tuition tax cred its may make a
comeback in Congress' next sessio n. " It's a perennial bill," he
observes, " and there's no doubt
quite a few representatives
intend to sponsor one again . But
after the Middle Income Assistance plan , I couldn ' t tell you if it
(tuition tax credits) will have the
same push it did this time."

Look up in the sky. It's a bird, it's a plane, no . . . it's a wild and crazy
college kid trying to catch a dove.
.
. ·
It was election day, and one Class President hopeful quickly
volunteered to retrieve the bird escapee to its bereaved owner.
But this one flew over the cuckoo's net.
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EDITORIAL

- The Assistant Dean of Students position has been unfrozen;
this complicates matters. Not only have students been excluded
, from the decision to unfreeze the position and have had no say
in what duties the position holds, but, students will have virtually no say in who is selected! (They will sit on a committee
that will only make recommendations to the Dean, not to the
President).
There is still more; the job description, as it now reads, contains virtually all the functions that are already being performed
by the Student Activities Director and little else. Furthermore,
the functions of the Assistant Dean's Office would be the
governance of the College Center and seemingly the Student
Union Building. If the Student Union Building's construction is
approved by the students, paid for and maintained by the
students through mandatory student fees, shouldn't the
students appoint its governor?
It seems that the functions the Assistant Dean will perform are
not only a duplication of a position already filled, but temporary.
This problem stems from a lack of input into the whole
pr_o cess from anybody except high levels of the Administration
of the College. We recommend that the deadline for applicants
be extended while the job description is modified by sources
outside the Administration. We speak of modifications that
wou\d better serve the students needs. These suggestions
should come both from the students and an objective outsider
who would analyze the organization and the feasibility of
modifications to the organization of Student Activities. We
recommend that a professional consultant on organizational
matters such as this be retained. The consultant firm should not
be connected with the college to enhance its objectivity.
Awaiting institutional response we withhold further
comment at this ti me.

Reading: Between Lines
Dear Editor,
We would like the person who wrote last week "My Own
Language" to take the time to read the latest issue of " Times." We
also think that person should consider the HEW reports that have
been issued in the past six months addressing minorities. The reports
state that b.y 1980 the Hispanic minority in this country will be the
largest minority and that by the year 2000 they will be the largest
ethnic group in the nation.
We are not bending with the wind, we are accepting the times. The
nation must work together in order to remain the example of the
world's melting pot. The cultural contributions of different ethnic
groups to our society are the foundation of American society. We
whole heartedl y support the position of the Indy's editorial because
it is a major step toward a bright future and a not a step backward into
the past . Viva Indy.
President Lanbda Theta Phi
Gus Garcia

Keanstone Cops
Dear Editor :
Here is our age old problem again , the PARKING LOT! This time it
involves the Campus Police.
On October 19, 1978 when leaving, I noticed a car being ticketed
and realizing it was someone I knew, I went over to see what the
problem was . She was receiving two summonses for over-due inspection and driving an unsafe vehicle (2 bald tires) . I feel Campus Police
were justified for giving her these summonses, but didn 't need to tow
her car away. They could have barred her off campus grounds and if
the car was on campus again , then be towed away. When conversing
with one secretary about this instance, she has told me the same thing
happened to her but her car was not towed . Then why was this car?
It infuriated me that their attitude was unjust and uncalled for. I was
threatened to be arrested (which they had the right to do) since I was
interfering and voicing my opinion in this matter. But what really
ticked me off to begin with was the fact that it took four Campus
Police Officers to write out the summonses . The Officers were :
Dryer, Munnings, Gray; who issued the summonses, and Sgt. Grisby;
who came with the driver of the two truck .
·
Where are Campus Police when muggings and rapings take place?
When secretaries have been frightened in broad daylight by naked
men running around and in one instance a knife was put to a
secretary's throatr When Campus Police are supposed to make
security checks twice a day throughout summer mon\hs in al\

buildings, as told to me by one Officer. (I have seen only two Police
Officers, once in the beginning of the summer and once at the end of
August.) They 're too busy writing out t ickets. Why in fact do we have
student-workers? I thought they were hired to do this job? I

independent
The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student
Organization .

Editor in Chief:

***

Speaking of a Student Union Building being financed by $3
per credit mandatory fees, the Independent ran a survey on
how students felt about their madatory fees. The results were
not surprising: an overwhelming amount of students felt that
they were not getting their money's worth from mandatory
fees.
Furthermore, of the 337 students that responded, one-sixth of
them said that although they felt that they were receiving their
money's worth from the fees, they still wished that they would
be reduced.
Also a clear majority of the responses revealed that students
are in favor of reducing the fees. This fact should be weighted
since the survey was taken in the College Center: the place
where students most likely to be involved gather.
Into this climate a Student Union fee enters.
-...

J.
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OP-ED
understand that in this case a Municipal ticket was required , but stillin-all four Police Officers were not necessary.
·
As I was leaving, I noticed that there were- two illegally parked cars
parked perpendicular to the medica~ parking (Willis Hall lot, TOW
AWAY ZONE) These license plates are (1) YCV-763, Oldsmobile,
Delta 88 and (2) AXZ-349, Ford Galaxy. Could it be because the
Oldsmobile had a PBA sticker on it? No Campus Police said. They are
allowed to park there. since there are only a few medical spaces
available. When speaking with the Parking Office they indicatd that
when medicals are taken up disabled persons may park in
Faculty/ Staff. Campus Police stated that when Faculty/ Staff is full
they are allowed to park perpendicular to the medical parking, as
agreed by Administrators . but nothing was furnished to us in writing .
I understand that the Campus Police are here to protect t he
College Community, b_u t so far I have not seen this happen and I
don ' t mean by towing away a car either !
As refered to by the Union Township Police, the Campus Police are
known a.s the "KEAN COLLEGE CAMPUS CLOWNS" an d by the
Elizabeth Court House as the "KEANSTONE COPS".
I feel that Officer Gray's " Police Power " has gone to his head,
rather than doing his duty. The other Officers t fiere were not abu si ve.
. I ~lso feel that if all they_ are going to do is spend their time on sta ying m/ or around the parking lots, then there is no need for guns to be
carried by them during daylight hours, since guns are not needed to
give out tickets!
I think it is deplorab le that this situation exists!
Feari ng retaliation, I have req uested to remai n Ano nymous .

Latin Thanks
Dear Editor,
0n Oct. 13th, 1978, the Cuban Comm ittee of Kean College
presented an event called " Hispanic Florklore".
The event was done w ith the idea that students of Kean College
Spanish and American would attend. The event was really a beautiful
thing representing the typical dances and music of our countries. The
countries represented were: Puerto Rico, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Colombia, Span, Argentina, Mexico and Brazil.
Diana de la Vina playing the piano and Maria Tobenas played the
guitar.
We thank the people and groups that helped us like PROUD,
Spanish Social and Cultural Club, the Latin Fraternity and Sorority,
and students that don't attend this college as well; but most of all to

I should like to respond to the Op-Ed column of the October 19
Independent.
One of the reasons why the problem of the Middle East has proven so
difficult to SOLVE has been that successive American and Israeli governments have been unable or unwilling to recognize wh~t that problem ISnamely, the question of the fate of the nation of Palestinians dispossessed
of sovereignty at home or driven into exile abroad.
Men of good will may perhaps differ in regard to the correct answer to
the question of the Palestinians, but concerning the significances of the
Palestinian question there can be no doubt.
Therefore any agreement between Egypt and israel achieved at Camp
David - however welcome in itself - is not likely to bring peace to the
Middle East.
Terrorism is traditionally a weapon of the disinherited against the
mighty; for example, of the founders of Israel in their struggle against the
British Empire. Palestinians can be expected to continue to use the weapon
of terrorism as 1ong as their opponents refuse to concede even so much as
their very existence.
The French chopped off Lebanon from their colony of Syria as a fief for
the Christian minority of the area to ru le, which they have done over the
years through a ruthless and corrupt politi ca l machine propped up on occasion by the U .S. Marines. Though unquest ionabl y a minority, the
Lebanese Christians have been exactly the reverse of "d owntrodden ," and
it should surprise no one that the majority of their non-Christian countrymen look to Syria and other Arab lands for justice.
The previous columnist's stirring if vague appeals to " human rights,"
" desire for freedom ," " peaceful co-existence," " peace-loving persons," ·
" democracy" and " Christian nations" against the perils of " terrorism ,"
" Communism " and " genocide" are excellent examples of manipµlativ_e
propaganda very poorly-rooted in facts.
Jay Spaulding

I

al/ the people that were present.
We hope that in our future events, every student will come to share
our cu\ture.

Cuban Committee of
Kean College

The OP-Ed Is a vehkle fo, anyone In the campus community to exsn- an opinion fflat would,,.

interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be Hmlted to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

Football Fumbles
Dear Editor,
To the Football Team:
Whether you guys know it or not, you're getting to be more
trouble than you ' re worth. You ' ve reached the point where you're
giving the good ones on your team a bad reputation.
.
Victory, honor, and respect are three qualities which are earned;
more specifically qualities which are given to you . Remember that
those who give it may also take it away.
Most of you prance around as if you are holding Kean College
together! Well, you 're NOT - especially with your present record!
Why don 't you treat other students as equals?
If you can ' t do that, I don ' t see how you can even be involved in
competition.
..
.
,
Note to Freshmen : Try paying attention to the Seniors - they ve
been around a lot longer and know a great deal more than you. While
you 're at it, give the students a break!
Mary T. Donnelly

AssAssination Articulated
Dear Editor:
Although Frank Finnerty's article on " Who Killed J.F.K. " was
enlightening, informative and raised many questions, it is frightening
to now learn that a book suppository was involved in the President's
death. Surely there are easier methods to ingest the knowledge contained within a book . Perhaps speed reading would hav~ been a
better choice. As far as the shots being fired more quickly than was
thought possible, one must take into consideration the magnitude of
the suppository involved. At the very least we hope that the ·
aforementioned book suppository was a paperback and not a hard
cover.
Robert Pilgrim &
Humberto Salas
P.S. It should be noted that it was the Editor's responsibility to remove
Mr. Finnerty' s suppository during proofreading before the article
was printed .

Disco Strikes Back
Dear Editor,
•
In reference to " Disco Schlocks" letter to the editor last week, I
think this letter just represented the way pe·ople who enjoy Rock
think . Just because the people who enjoy Disco for their fair share of
their musical coverage, you had to come bac~ and put down disc~.
We never mocked rock and we never said we could never sit
through 3 hours of a i:ock concert or questioned the validity of rock

·

(Continued on page 18)
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That Jazz!
On Wednesday, October 18th,
1he Hunger Project visited Kean
College as a guest of WOMAN
ALK . Marilyn-Nasta, a represenative speaker and co-chairman
or the New Jersey Hunger Proect, presented the group with a
orogram designed to explain the
urpose of the Hunger Project:
o create a context in which-the
end of hunger and starvation on
his plant is an idea whose time
as come. The audience viewed
a film produced by John Denver
called I Want to Live· which
r~sented
world ,,. lead~rs,
mothers, children without food,
concerned fathers, economists
- all dedicated to creating a
context in which the end of
unger and starvation on this
planet as an idea whose time nas
come. There were cards to sign
irt support of the Hunger Project.
Extra cards are av;iilable at. the
Campus Center:for Women, ,
WOMAN TALK is excited to
nnounce the presentation of a
distinguished panel of WOMEN
from Kean on November 1st. The
topic for discussion of the
WOMEN 'S STUDIES program
and the panel will be composed
of Estelle Ritchie, Jean Leonard,
Bonnie Kind, Esther Kreuger,
Eleanor Laudicina , Mae Hecht
and Sylvia Strauss. Put Education
in your Liberation and join us at
WOMAN TALK to discuss how
enrolling in the WOMEN 'S
STUDIES program can enhance,
academic
and
personal
fulfillment and employment
possibilities .
Channel 13 is running
episodes from Scenes From a
Marriage, an outstanding Liv
U\\man ti\m and on Saturday,
October 28th, at 10: 00 p.rn. the

Fairleigh Dickinson College is
offering a fall film series open to
the public with refreshments and
discussions held after each
movie. The sessions begin at 8
p.m. in Lenfell Hall of the Mansion on the Florham Park-Madison campus. The schedule includes:
10-31- The Heiress
11-14- The Outsider
12-5- Stella Dallas
It is the Decembe.r program,
Stella Dallas which catches the
eye - remember when Stella
Dallas was a serial program on
radio? - seeing the movie could
be a nostalgic visit.
The 10th . annual College
Careers Day sponsorP.d by the
North Jersey
Alumni Chapter
of the Delta Sigma , Theta
Sorority, Inc. will be hel<;i at Essex
County College on ·october
26th, from 8 :30 a.m . to 12 p.m.
College
recruiters ' will
be
available from Southern, Eastern,
and New England States' instit~
utions; there will be workshops
on financial aid and representatives of the armed forces anci
technical institutions will be glad
to answer questions.

Caring again - a delegation of
Union County WOMEN at a
statewide conference adopted a
resolution asking the board of
freeholders to appropriate funds
for the Battered Wives Shelter in
the Elizabeth YWCA. The caucus,
recommended that the county's
advisory board make public a
report on battered spouses due December 1st. Please call
the shelter to find out what you
can do to help. Show that you
care - it could be you!
The George Street Playhouse,
414 George Street in New
Brunswick dpened its fifth
season with Moliere 's " School
for Wives" and will run through
November 12th. Curtain is8 p.m.
on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday; at 7:30' p.m. and 10:30
p.m . on Saturday and at 3 and 8
p .m. on Sunday. The director,
Eric Loeb, has adapted this 17th
century farce to make it relevant
to today's marriage standards.
Neat trick - it's·d ifficu It to find
one standard . - •
WOMAN TALK welcomes any
and all programming suggestions. Please feel free · to communicate your ideas.

by Russell C. Stokes
Six bands participated · on
November 16th for the Monday
Night Jazz Series Showcase.
The criteria established to perform was that each group would
submit an application to Mark
Prowe in the Student Activities
office. The winning band would
perform for the big bucks at a
later date. There were only two
judges for the evening and in my
opinion , they picked the right
choice, as the best band of the
night, · Neowave. The judges
were picked for their objectivity"' and expertise in the field of
Jazz. They were Jim Silverman
and Jerome Cooper. Silverman
happens to be a manager for a
number of Jazz artists in the New
York metropolitan areas. One of
his most notable· artists is (and
you're not going to beljeve this)
Cecil Taylor. (That man won't
leave me alone) . The other judge
was Jerome Cooper a percussionist who will perform on
November 13th here at Kean. In
order to judge effectively,· the
selection would be made for
originaMty an~ musical abifities.
In my opinion the judges did
their jobs, but I felt that they
didn 't give each band their full

attention while performing. I
realize that they were two hot
shot big wigs in the Jazz industry,
but that was no excuse for belittling or giggling at the musicians
who came to perform. A little
respect and common courtesy
was in order. I think that the majority of the performers were
sincere; the judges could have
taken their duties a little more
seriously. Thank God that they
didn't pick the wrong band.
Now for the critique of the
various bands that appeared in
order of appearance.
The first band to appear was
Mission. Mission gaye a slick and
professional performarice. Originally from Morristown, the
band consisted of a Keyboardman of somewhat dubious abilities, a bass player, drums, lead
guitarist and a very soulful and
talented vocalist. They opened
their set with an interpretation of
Al Jarreau's "You Don't See Me,"
which was almost done to perfection.
The
only original
number done was a -composition by the lead guitarist entitled
'~Dialogue,'1 it was -a littl~ weak
during transitions but it was for
the most part- a very interesting

(Continued on page 8)

The Truth· About De-Evolution
by Dawn Shepherd
" They tell us that we lost our
tails / Evolving up from little
snails.II say that's all just wind in
sails. Are we not men?/We are
Devol Are we not men?/D-E-V0 ... "
-Devo
Devo. D-E-V-O. The DE-EVOLUTION band from Akron, Ohio
(The

Rubber City).

These five

Second Scene will be presented. spudboys from Ohio have
It is billed in the publicity under brought theater, cinema, dance,
the sub-title as " The Art of socio-anthropology and rock
Sweeping Under the Rug". It music together to further the
would be an interesting program doctrine of DE-EVOLUTION. " I
to view as a counselor, was born DEVO," said Jerry
sociologist , psychologist , Casale .
" We' re
genetically
teacher or for anyone interested similar, " said Mark Mothersin the dynamics of personal baugh . " Our parents are all
relationships .
spuds from Northwestern Ohio.

I went to church every week for
_ 15 years with Mr. Potato Head ."
There are few groups I'd rather
see at the moment than Devo.
Like the majority of rock bands
Devo was formed by art students.
Jerry and Mark met in the art
department at Kent State. Having
much in common, they realized
they were DEYO. With Mark on
keyboards and Jerry on bass they
bullied their younger brothers
Bob and Bob into the band to
play the guitars. Alan Meryes was
added on drums and general
strangeness. Booji Boy was
invented as Mark 's alter ego as
the prophet and product of
DEVO. When he puts on the
baby-faced Booji Boy mask he
truly becomes this being. Booji
Boy is modern man regressing to
infantilism so that he might start
anew. If the machines were to
get turned off for good, Homo
sapiens would be worthless at
survival compared to a Neanderthal. DE-EVOLUTION (laissezfaire degeneration) is inevitable.
Lately,
Devo have been
appearing all over the place.
Three weeks ago Todd Rundgren introduced their film clip

are almost uniform in height and
weight, and they wore identical
yellow flight suits stenciles in
front with a diagonal "DEVO."
Mark sings lead on most of the
songs.
On
"U ncontrollable
Urge" Mark moved like a
myopic jack rabbit suffering
Brothers, "Q. Are We Not Menl from muscular dystrophy. On
A. We Are Deva! " produced by "Praying Hands" Mark leaps into
Brian Eno has garnerened wild the audience and runs like a
reviews and has been a fixture on demented ape to the back of the
crowd before lunging back on
my turntable for weeks.
The question is, are Devo stage.
My favorite song of the evengonna be huge? You betcha .
That Devo 's appeal reaches ing was " Jocko Homo." In midbeyond the average punk fan is a song they rip off their yellow
healthy sign. What convinced suits and reveal black t-shirts and
me most is when I caught them shorts and start jogging in place.
live at the Show Place in Dover. They ask " Are we not men? " The
DEVO-tees from all walks of life crowd replies " We are Devol"
Devo 's set lasted about 50
were there. Pinheads made up a
minority of the audience but minutes. Afterwards they were
were a noisy minority. Clean cut called back for an encore and did
Bonanza-influenced
collegiates were there en masse. their
Curiousity forced a huge " Come Back Jonee." Mark
number of impartials to attend jumped into the crowd once
but I'm sure that after the show more. This time some asshole hit
him on the head with a beer botthey were fans.
Before Devo went on, there tle . Two roadies had to putt him
were three short films shown of back on stage. Mark 's glasses
Devo that had the audience were gone. Mark looked mad.
There was no second encore.
roaring . The members of Devo
on the otherwise appalling
" Midnight Special." Last week
Devo were featured on " Saturday Night Live." They jerked to
their almost reggae-like version
of "Satisfaction" in front of a
stunned. audience. Their just
released debut album on Warner

If we answer, " I am a Jew, I am
a Christian , a Buddhist" or
anyone of the worlds great
In the course of a lifetime a religions, we would only be
person may be asked several answering, that were were Born
times, " What are you? " Some into a particular religion. It
will give the question considera- would not reveal the comble thought, while others will mitment we have to that religion
answe['outright, But 1 all will giv~ 'N , the , Jaitbr, Wiec plac!!,,) n its
some- sort of reply. For we are teachings. ,
,
many things to many people.
If we declare ourselves as
First, and perhaps most im- " good human beings", it im plies.
portant, we are human beings, that we work at being good. If we
and to claim to be a " Good" are Americ;:ans, we must be loyal
human being, it the height of to our co untry and its
government . If we are in a proachievement.
Then , as human beings, we are fession or a laborer, it me'ans we
members of a given nation and a adhere to the ethics of our job.
citizens of a given country. Once And if we co llect stamps, it
gain, to the question, " What are would see m that we should ·
ou?'' one may answer, " lam an know all there is to know about
merican "
or " I am a stamps .
Religion is no different. It is
renchman ," or any one of the
any other nationalities in the not enough to be born into a
particular faith . It behooves us to
world.
·
In answer to the questions of study it, adhere to its teachings, .
ur vocations, we may say, " I am and practice its rituals . All the f..
teacher, a Minister or a religion s in the world promote
echanic", or any of the varied ·the principles of brotheJ,hpod /occupations and professions one and ethical behavior.
;;r
inds. As to an avocation , we
As we work hard at a job, a
ight identify ourselves as hobby or at play, we should give
olfers, tennis players or stamp no less effort to the teachings of
ollectors.
_
the religion we were born into.
So when the question, " What
...-....:.:._ .·
How would we respond to the
~
uestion "What am 17" when are you? " is aksed of you, have
the answer ready.
Booji Boy searches for his lunch money while the other young spudboys from Ohio study their plan.
sked about our faith?

by Rabbi Joseph Lichtman
Campus Advisor
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ettin
by Nancy Crespo
" Latin Exhibit :" A Latin exhibition is being held right now
in the Student Center. Clothing,
figures, instruments and books
borrowed from the Newark
Museum and Newark Public Library will be on display.
The Spanish Cultural and
Socia.I Club has worked very hard
for this week. The members have
also been very cooperative in
lending their figures and
souvenirs for this display.
The exhibit is located in the
front l,o unge from 9 a.m. 8 5 p.m.
between October 23-27.
There will be something
representing many Spanishspeaking countries . If you
haven 't seen it yet now is your
last chance.
Last Friday the Cuban Committee presented " Festival del
Folklor Hispanoamericano". The
attendance was incredible.
~ Dancing, singing and recitals
filled everyone's hearts with joy.
The Caribbean Islands were each
,~epresented in the different
types of dances. Then they took
you to South America where
they dance the " Bamba" and the
"Tango".
Dancing wasn 't all they had,
poems were recited and Spanish
songs were sang . Everyone felt as
if they were in their native country. It was a very enjoyable night.
There has to be more activities
like this one where people have
a chance to experience "las fiestas" of their native homes.
Diego Quintero experienced
this feeling which he put into his
own words. He has been here for
less than a year from South
America and still feels he misses
hi!. country .

by Diego Quintero
Con una asistencia abrumadora y exito rotunda, Se llevaron
a cabo el viernes anterior, los distintos y vistosos eventos dentro
de la movida programacion
organizada por el "Club
Cubano" en el pequeno teatro .
El festival del folklor hispanoamericano, can la participacion de los mas repredentativos, ritmos, bailes, la rica y
autoctona tradicion de un
pueblo, conjucion de gran
colorido y vistocidad. La alegria ,
lenguaje del arte popular brillo
en cada una delas muestras y de
las representacions, al son de los
tambores, los movimientos adquirieron fuerza, expresividad,
calor propio del tropico don de la
luz brilla por siempre, conto rs ion es , balanceo , las
bailarinas ataviadas con trajes
fluidos, casi vaporosos, girando
ebrias de musica, pasos · incitantes , sensualidad, cuanda
formaban en el centro del
escenario, y rozando apenas con
los pies el suelo, ya los bailarines
atrapados en la luz de esas hembras asediadas, y caian y en

alegre p·aso se levantaban . Hay
tanto embrujo en la musica de las
antillas, solo comparable ala
danza flamenca " Cante Jondo".
Cuando
Clarice
Linspector,
poetisa brasilena quien expresa
mejor lo inexpresable, alude al
baile como un encuentro de antagonistas, en el que ia emocion
es expresada con gestos ,
ademanes, una juego entre dos
protagonistas
inconciliables,
luchando por veneer y al mismo
teimpo -ser vencidos. Esta
diciendo precisamente, la lucha
entre dos fuerzas maravillosas el
ritmo y la armonia, presente en
el fuego expresivo de estos ba iles
autoctonos, de cuya gama
multicolor, diversa, fiel reflejo
del alma popular, tornasolada,
fecunda, brotaron estos cantos
maravillosos; luego de recorrer
las islas del caribe y gustar ·sus
merengues, bombas, rumbas,
aires de carnabal, bajando hacia
el sur nos trasladaron a los llanos
orientales donde se bailan otros
ritmos, " Joropo", tocados con
i.n~trumentos de cuerdas; cuatros, bandolas, arpas. Mas abajo
las mesetas henchidas de metropolis y cuencas arqueologicas,,
subimos a los Andes, hermosisima cordillera que atr av i e z a
el
horizonte
suramericano, la " Bamba " fugaz
y deliciosa -nos sedujo, luego el
" tango" arrabalero sonando
comoo en las pianolas de los
cafetines y cabarets, de los puertos anclados en la niebla fria y
prenada de luceros, como
Bueno Aires. Aun cuando hube
ciertas irregularidades, en la
interpretacion de las danzas,
guardando
semejanza
en
e/gunos ritmos, y un desacierto

total en otros, salvo estas
deficiencias, mas que todo de
ambientacion, es decir no es lo
mismo bailar al tango por ejemplo, com la utileria nesesaria,
evocando la lumbre palida de las
farolas, la atmosfera cargada de
somtras, y la pareja con gesto
dramatico, arrebatada por la
pasion, porque eso es el " tango"
bravura, coraje, que en un
escenario sin decoracion alguna ,
donde las luces llenaron, por asi
decir, la falta de escenografia. En
lo demas hubo acierto y continuidad, lluvia de aplausos
merecidos, y la mas importante
la imprecisable asistencia de
espectadores que colmaron las
localidades del teatro.
Todo esto deja un saldo muy
positivo, hecho contundente de
que los paises del ambito hispanoamericano tienen raices
cu lturales propias·.
Una voz que se transforma,
manifestando su arte con sabor
nativo,
sin
patrones extranjerizantes. Un pueblo henchido de pasado, leyendas, perdurando en la cambiante faz de
la tierra y mirando hacia el
h,ituro.
Diego Quintero
Nancy Crespo

Philosophy In Poetry
by Pauline Sedares
A group of faculty and
students gathered in rm . 200 in
Willis Hall at 8 p.m. on Monday,
Oct. 16 to see and hear Masten,
world
renowned
folk
poet/songwriter.
Masten , from the beg inning of
his prese ntat ion, enticed participation and co mm un ication
from the audience. He sta ted
that for him this is a " mass" giving the audience the "wi ne and
bread o f my life. "
The poet shared poems from
his thoughts on love, death,
suicide ,
marriage,
social
problems, joy in life, creativi ty
and other mutual human

concerns, with an enthusiastic
freshness and a new and understanding approach.
· Called the last Amer ica n
troubador by folk singer Pete
Seeger ,
Masten ' s relaxed
mannerism made it a pleasu re to
appreciate the philosop hy of his
poetry.
Some highlights of the evening was the poet's reading from
one of his books , Voice of The
Hive, a lesson in writing and
understanding poetry, and folk
singing by Masten and his talented wife, Billi e Barbara, also a
writer of poetry.
After his presentation , Mr .

(Continued on page 8)
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Sonny Fortune At the Village Vanguard
played mostly melodically verses
The Village Vanguard pre- words, I am probably spoiled by
chromotically; the opposite is
sented Sonny Fortune, a leading the recordings .
true of the clarinet. He exhibited
jazz musician, last week . I was · The atmosphere was relaxed
lots of trilling, which literally rose
luc~y enough to hear him in per- and informal. Sonny never anthe blood of his audience and
nounced the songs, and when he
son .
received an applause after each
Son_ny Fortune's musicianship finally introduced his band he
spoke into the saxophone mike, song. It seemed to me that he did
was excellent, but I was disapso much improvisation that the
pointed in the arrangements . as a result his voice was too bass
They were too limited. The and inaudible. I believe he trumpet player had a difficult
time judging when to enter and
average song started with the played more for himself improexit in a song. The bass player
saxophone as solo followed by vising the songs as he went
Andy Mccloud was excellent, he
the piano, bass, percussion and along. Another odd tidbit, when
knew exactly how fast and where
then back to the sax. Even worse Sonny played percussion , his
to place his fingers . Also, inthan the arrangement was the back faced and appreciative
cluded in his band are: · drums,
engineering. Early in the evening audience.
Billy Hart and trum'pet, Richie
Otherwise, what could be
the piano' mike was set too low;
Nesbet.
even when the piano soloed the heard, the musicianship and atThe audience , although
drums over-powered it. I mosphere was excellent. On the
believe, though, thJt my disap- · saxophone and flute Sonny
(Continued on page 8)
pointment originates from the
comparison of a live performance, which has physical difficulties and limitations, to that of
'
1. Rolling Stones
Some Girls
Rolling Stones
a recording, which allows time
(' ; Motown
,
Natural High •, .
2. Commodores
for those limitations. In other
Epic
h.1(.·,:
3. Meatloaf
Bat Out of Hell
4. Eric Clapton
Slowhand
RSO
A&M
5. Yes
Tormato

WKCU's Most Played Vinyl

Twin Sons

TWIN SONS OF DIFFERENT
MOTHERS is the first collective
effort of two of this_ country's
greatest mellow artists, Dan
Fogelberg and Tim Weissberg .
TWIN SONS is a fantastic collection of fine compositions which
really show off the talent of these
two geniuses. " Twins Theme"
and "Intimidation" are very worthy of speciai mention. Here, we
can see that Fogelberg and
Weissberg have attained their
goal. As Fogelberg states his objective on the back ofthe album,
"This album constitutes a collaboration,
experimental
in
nature, between Tim and myself.
It is an attempt for both of us to
move outside our own recognizable boundaries and try new
directions - new forms of music
which we rarely get to explore
on our own . It is a chance to
-stretch, an opportunity to grow,
and a hel I of a lot of fun. " Well, it
looks like the experiment was a
tremendous
success!
TWIN
SONS OF DIFFERENT MOTHERS
is just fabulous I If you think you
like Dan Fogelberg and Tim
Weissberg as solo artists ...just
wait until you hear them
together !
Nancy Frank
Managing Editor
Music Box
All views expressed in Music
Bo x are the opinions of the Music
Bo x staff and do not necessa rily
represent the views of WKCU 59AM or its parent organization .
Music Bo x is urgently in need
of writers and typists. If you feel
you ca n contribute an ything
please co ntact Nancy or Kevin at
289-8388 or stop over and see us at
WKCU, 3rd floor Dougall Hall.
Deadlin e for articles is the
Wednesday before publi cati on of
the Indy.

6. Musique
7. Bruce Springteen

Keep on Jumpin
Darkness on the
Edge of Town
8. Jackson Browne
Running on Empty
9. Al Stewart
Time Passages
10. Chuck Mangione
Feels So Good
11 . Billy Joel
..- The Stranger
12. Eddie Money
Eddie Money
13. Pablo Cruise
Worlds Away
14. Foreigner
Double Vision
15. Boston
Boston
16. Jimmy Buffet
Son of a Son of
a Sailor
17. Bohannon
Summertime Groove
18. Warren Zevon
Excitable Boy
19.·Village People
Macho Man

ABC
Mercury
Elektra
Casablanca

20. Elvis Costello

C olumbia

This Year's Model

Prelude
Columbia
Asylum
Arista
A&M
Columbia
Columbia
A&M
Atlantic
Epic

Compiled by EYan Nash for the week of 10-9-78

AC/DC -

Powerage

by Erik Schmeidler
Whoever said rock and roll is
dying????? Far from its last gasp,
AD / DC's
new
album ,
" Powerage," is a real sizzler.
Next to Judas Priest's " Stained
Class," this is hotter than anything I've ever come across.
No laid-back mellow tunes
here. Every song from " Rock &
Roll Damnation " to " Kicked in
the Teeth " just cooks. There is
just so much power compressed
into this piece of vinyl , that it
could light up New York City for
a week!
·
Absolutely no synthesizers or
intricate chordwork - just plain
no-holds-barred rock the
kind that just picks you up, spins
you around and slams you
against the wall a few times. And
you love every minute of it. It just
leaves your lungs raw trying to
catch your breath.
You want further proofof how
good these guys are? Just ask
anyone who saw AC/ DC's set at
the Palladium the night Blackmore's Rainbow cut their set
short after two songs. We may
have been ripped off by Rain-

bow, but we got our money's
worth with AC/ DC.
They practically levelled the
Palladium . Angus Young, the
wild man on lead guitar didn 't
settle for walking through the orchestra - he went straight up to
the loge, and when he came
down, a hundred kids, all foaming •at the mouth, followed him
all the way back to the stage. This
guy just doesn 't know when to
let up.
This is the kind of music, I' m
sorry to say, that took quite a
beating when disco and punk
rock asserted themselves.
Almost everyone forgets what
good heavy metal is all about.
But there are some of us who still
appreciate it when bands such as
Budgie, Judas Priest and AC/ DC
turn out album after album of
the finest metal around . This is
the stuff that will give punk rock
a run for its money and maybe
send these so-called " newwavers" scurrying back to that
little hole in the .Bowery known
as CBGB 's.
Till next week, keep on rockin '.

ZWOL: Walter Zwol
by Mike Heron
A Gentleman by the name of
Walter Zwol has walked into
lives. With him he brings his
alb um, simply entitled " Zwol. "
On this album Walter ha s a wide
selection of musicia ns, who play
various types of instrumen ts. The
first setback I see for Walter and
his ~ang, is that no fa miliar
names appear on it and he has
selected a small record company
to promote hi m.
As for the album , the fi rst side

starts out with " Don 't Care," a
rather fast. beat rock and rollish
type, which is nothing close to
"Ca ll Out My Name" and " It's So
Real. " They are very slow paced ,
more on the line of a love so ng
with R-ac hel Simpson and Kathy
Johnson helping out with backup vocals. "Use my Love" is the
only cut besides " New York
City" that may find it's way to the
FM air waves . Stacey Heyd on
plays does the lead while Walter
smokes away on the keyboards.

" New York City" is the life to
side two and seems to be the real
potential on the album. Zwol
uses Mark Gendle on· lead and
Woody West on guitar while
Danny Smith hammers away on
the drums. By the way this is the
only song these guys perform on
which might tell you something.
For Walter, who is well liked
over at WNEW, I wish him good
luck because it's a long way to
the top .. .

r)
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Private Lives At Forum
by Magda Ca/is Menendez
The New Jersey Theatre Forum
located in Plainfield , opened it's
second season with Noel
Coward's play " Private Lives. "
The theatre is housed on the
second floor of the YMCA
building, which gives the theatre
a small and intimate audience .
This makes for a w onderful atmosphere.
In the opening scene the stage
is set on a terrace of a hotel in
France, where the once married
Elliot (Samuel Maupin) and
Amanda (Nona Pipes) meet after
ii five year divorce, while honeymooning with new spouses, Sibyl

Music Box
(Continued from page 7)
diversified, was very appreciative and content with listening to
the music rather than conversing.
In case you are wondering, the
Village Vanguard is a small jazz
oriented nightclub on 7th
Avenue between 11th Street and
Waverly. The night I attended
there was a five-dollar covercharge and two dollar drink
minimum . So, if you like to be
int imate with musicians, close to
the musi c and jazz go to the
· Village Vanguard .
Sue Gunther
Musi c Box

(Jeanne Cullen) and Victor (Henagainst Amanda and Elliot. But
son Keys). In an effort to leave eventually they start to defend
the hotel before either spouse them. Now Sibyl and Victor start
discovers t'he other they each to fight making Amanda and
ignite a quarrel with their re- Elliot realize the truth, so they
spective spouses, causing each sneak off leaving Sibyl and Victor
spouse to leave the room to sulk in a knock-down-drag~out fight.
elsewhere. It is at this time that
The play was very well acted
Elliot and Amanda reki ndle their
on all coun ts. Sam uel Maupin
love and impulsivel y run away to
wa s excellent in t he rol e o f Ell iot
Amanda 's apartment in Parts.
Chase . Nona Pipes as Amanda
Then in Act II at Amanda 's Pryne was just as delightful. She
apartment in Paris after a few
was a true asset to the play.
days the two find that once again
Just as delightful were the
they fight as much as they love roles of Victor Prynne and Sibyl
each other . But now in Act Ill · Chase played by Henson Keys
while still at Amanda's apart- and Jeanne Cullen . It was truly a
ment the two are joined by their wonderful evening and I recomspouses . At first the spouses , mend it to anyone who enjoys
Sibyl and Victor stick together, the theatre.

Kean 's ''Fastrada''
Keen on Pippin
by Sandy Adzin
Rosemary Iossa, a 23 year old
sophomore
majoring
in
Speech / Theatre/ Media, plays a
key dual role in Kean 's presentation of Broadway's hit
musical " Pippin ." Not o nly has
Rosemary landed the plum
female lead, but she has also
been chosen as the production 's choreographer.
Miss iossa brings some twenty
years of experience to " Pippin ."
She began dancing at the early
age of three, and since then , the
art has become a major part of
her life. Her credentials are quite
impressive with extensive train-

''LUV'-' From the Alpha-Omega Players
Kean College's Co-Curricular
Program Board is pleased to
present The Alpha-Omega
Players production of Murray
Schisgal 's hilarious comedy,
" LUV" on Monday, October 30,
1978, at 12:15 p.m ., in the Grill
Room of the College Center. Admission is free and you may en joy your lunch during this midday theatre production .
As all who follow New York
theatrical activity know, " LUV"
was one of the most popular attractions on Broadway drawing
pa cked houses for 902 nights .

The play was hailed with extraordinary enthusiasm . John
McClain of the New York Journal
American write : " ... the funniest
comedy I can recall as it makes
Love, however you spell it, the
most ridiculous affliction in the
world ... " The cast who will incarnate the zan y spirit of the
Marx Brothers in this farciall y
jolly depiction of two men and a
woman pursuing romance with
Freudian jargon . A unique
feature of " LUV" is that it has
been found hilarious on two
levels. It is a sharp take-off on the
plays o_
f the Theatre of the Ab-

surd and it is also a very funn y
comedy even to those who ever
heard of The Theatre of the Absurd .
The Alpha-Omega Players
always bring fine entertainment
to Kean College . The group has
performed " THE DIARY OF
ADAM AND EVE " and " STARSPANGLED GIRL" during past
academfc years. Join us on the
30th and enjoy your lunch with
" LUV" the preposterously
funn y portrayal of three people
clowns who will tickle your funnybone with thei r fraudulent
love triangle .

Rich Masten:

the oral trad ition , ha s lectured,
read h is poetry, and given
concerts in over four hundred
colleges and un iversities in forty-six states, Canada , and England,
and has penned four books of
poetr y including Speaking
poems, and has cut 12 LP records .

(Continued from page 7)
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Masten obliged the audien ce by
graciousl y answering questions .
Masten , one ·of the few
Ameri can poets who works in

ing in ballet, tap and jazz. After
graduating from high school,
Rosemary attended both the
Ballet Arts Academy and the International Dance Studio in New
York, and has also studied with
w o rld ren ow ned d an cer and
choreographer .Peter Genaro.
Currentl y, Miss Iossa is teaching
at the Myra Witt Dance Studios
in Madison.
Rosemary was naturally enthusiastic when chosen to play
" Fastrada " in this magical show.
With her solid background, she
is right at home in the musical atmosphere of " Pippin ." Although
the show has been performed
many times, not only on
Broadway, but recently in New
Jersey, Miss Iossa still feels she
can add new dimension to the
role. This creativity, she says, will
develop naturally as she
becomes more and more involved in her character.
Dr. James Murphy, Directof
" Pippin ," has been a guiding
force to the cast during rehearsals . Murphy is clever, imaginative , and , according to
Rosemary, " open-minded." He
makes everyone feel that he or
she can make a valuable contribution . Suggestions are always
welcome and cast and crew alike
work as a team ; no rank is pulled .
Rosemary Iossa seems confident of success in the future. She
wants to direct and choreograph on a community or college level as well as teach . She
seems equally confident of the
outcome of " Pippin ." As Miss
Iossa plainly concluded, " The
show will be better than New
York! " Who can ask for more?

Early Halloween At Kean
By Deborah Orazi
If you saw Ed ' and Lo~raine
Warren on a bus or on the street
you would have a pretty rough
time determining what they did
for a living. Once you were told
you 'd have a harder time believing it. Mr. and Mrs. Warren are
ghosthunters; they track down
and research cases of supernatural phenomena. People go
to them for help and advic~
when their children levitate in
their sleep or their houses are
taken over by invisible invaders.
Addressing a mixed crowd of
believers and cynics in the Little
Theater, the Warrens based their
lecture around numerous slides

taken on a variety of cases . In im passive voices the two related
their • experiences
involving
seances, exorcisms and even a
telepathic meeting with " big
foot." Lorraine is the spiritually
gift~d of the two . She is a
" medium" or, one who is ultrasensitive to the presence of undiscemable entities. It is through
her, in a trance-like state, that
communication can be established between those entities
and the living.
Among the stories related was
one that is still going on in
England of two sisters who
unwillingly levitate in their sleep.
Not only do they take to the air

but they bring sundry items such
as toasters .and carpets with
them.
The most fascinating aspect of
the Warren 's presentation were
the photographs of " ghosts ",
eerie translucent faces appearing from over the subject's
shoulder or through windows.
Of course if you 're a nonbeliever none of this is going to
convince you , other explanations can be given - light
fractures on the lens etc. Either
way ghost stories are fascinating
and fun , especially with
Halloween right around the
corner.

The Winner

"NEO WA VE"
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(Continued from page 6)
arrangement. The next two
selections were by CHICK
COREA " 500 Miles High " and
Les McCann 's " Compared to
What. " It wa sn't that ·bad of a
performance, but out of four
selections, they had only one
original selection , quite obviousl y this left them out of the
running .
Tom Merlo a solo performer
pla ye d the pi ano. H e was not a
l azz p e r f o rme r . Yo u m ay
re m em ber him from Coffeeho use. H is talents on th e piano
were a little roug h around the
edges, but were not all that hard
to take . He sounded a bit like a
frustrated Bill y Joel with a head
cold . Thus he too was
elim inated.
Axi came up next and performed a fusion type of .Jzzz;
some would disagree but it was
Jazz . Fred Raimondi on guitar
may have been a bit loud, but
obviously talented . Doug Rose

Monday Night Jazz Series

on Drums and Ron Hidge on
Bass. It would be known that
they put together a 30 minute ·
presentation over the weekend .
I enjoyed it from " Nice Lady,"
" St. Elmo's Fire " to '' Logrythmic
Layaway Plan. " Raimondi obviously played a Al Dimeola type
vein , Hodge, t he bass player,
could compliment an y band and
Rose also showed talent on
drums . . The fact that they onl y
rehears ed for 3 days, ma y have
hurt them , bu t t he audi ence like
them and to be honest I enjoyed
it and t h e audience enjoyed it.
They were not as tight as they
could have been , and for th is fact
I think they were eliminated.
Neowave, formally the Small
Town Boys, were the best act of
the night and they deserved to
win. J. Levin on guitar, David Post
on alustrial Bass, Rocky Russomano on drums, Rich Eisenburg
on lead guitar, these guys were
fantiastic. For " One for Jake,"
" Carlotta, "
" Produce
or

Reduce," " Sizzling in Babylon "
to a short piece entitled " 4 out of
3" it was clear that these guys
came to play . All the selections
were done well and the
audience showed their obvious
enjoyment. When they appear in
their Showcase performance,
catch them.

_Salim-Wright, flut e pla yer and
piano player, appeared and b y
this time the audience had really
lost interest. He showed so me
ta lent as a flut e palyer and some
as a pinao player . He may have
been rough around the edges,
but as a solo performer these
mistakes stood out.
Trizarr
Ensemble
was
definitely " avante-guarde" and I
really didn 't understand it.
All in all it was an experience I
enjoyed . I think that Mark Prowe
in Student Activities should
really be given a pat on the back
for this innovation in programming .
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Steel Pulse Spreads The Word
by Deborah Orazi
reggae to mor.e America n ears.
In England, a country once Music and po litics have not
said to be the most civili zed in . always b een t he best of bedthe world , a political disease fellows but in thi s ca se the
called the National Front has concerns and problems (which
infected certain weaker minded are political) faced by young
members of society . Nazism, W est Indian blacks living in
Facism, and racism are all word s England are reflected in the lyrics
akin to the National Front, all are an d second generation reggae
present in America but none so rhythms set the pace in the music
organized and infl uentia l as to form a workable, listenable,
Eng land 's National Front. Their danceable and somehow enjoydoctrine calls for the expulsion able collaboration . The songs
from England of all people non- work on every level from your
native in origin, their motive- head to your feet.
purification of t he English race .
Handsworth is a section of BirIt all sounds far-fetched and mingham, one of the industrial
impossible from 3,000 miles giants in the midlands of
away, but over tliere factions of England. It has been unofficially
the National Front are gai ning designated as home for the black
support and power through dis- working class of Birmingham. Six
illusionment with th.e present of the seven members of Steel
government. It is common Pulse grew up in Handsworth, all .
knowledge on this side of the At- are West Indian in descent.
lantic that England has 'suffered
The average age of the band is
some of its worst economical 22 or 23 and most have been
cri sis' in the past ten years and its playing si nce they were 16;
effects are beginning to show on about the t ime Steel Pulse was
its society. In t imes of fierce formed in 1972. The band breakunemployment and disen- down is as follows: Selwyn
ch antm ent it's become neces- Brow n-keyboards and vocals,'
sary to find a scapegoat, Basil
Gabbidom-guitar
and
someone to blame for your vocals,
David
Hinds-guitar,
woes, and the National Front has vocals and mai n songwriter,
done ju st that.
Fonso Martin-vocals and perOf course not everyone is sit- cussion, Ronnie McQueen-bass,
ting still for this in England. The Steve Nesbitf-the eldest at 30 and
youth of England in particular drummer, and Michael Rileyare objecting b y banding vocals, percussion, mouthharp, ..
together regardless of race or w ith whom I had the pleasure of
color and fighting under the talking in England.
campaign of " Rock Against
Understandably, Michael shys
Racism." Rallies and marches are away from the word " political"
organized with the help of musi- when describing the band and
ci an s to try and educate the suggest there is more social con public as to the terrible implica- science within than political actitions of the National Front. The vism, despite lyrics steeped in
Tom
Robinson
Band , Elvis revolution and change .
Costello a-nd Steel Pulse have all
None of this is to say that the
appeared on behalf of " Rock album is unaccessible to your
Against Racism. " Of the three man in the street because it isn 't.
Steel Pulse has yet to be intro- Two of the eight tracks, " Ku Klux
du ced to America and tend to be Klan" and " Prodigal Son" have
the most politically motivated. already been on the charts in
The release this month of their tngland and the album itself has
first
album
" Handsworth been acclaimed by the music
Revolution ," will hopefully ex- scribes over there. Producer Karl
pose their brand of potent British Pitterson must take some credit

for that success. I n the past h e
tional bu t sy m b oli c. M ichae l as- approach b ut begi ns w it h a
has managed to find t he golden
su res me t hat t he stage pre - lovely latin guitar int ro.
thr ec1d of m ass appeal in o t her
sentation wi ll r-em ain intact
In retrosp ect, " Handsworth
artists such as t he W ailers. He
when th ey visi t th e States, tenta- Revolution " is half brilliant and
defin ite ly has an eye for th e
tively at the e nd of November.
half what you would expect on
charts.
Aside from t he two afore- theirfirst try from a young talentSteel Pulse has toured England
mentioned tracks, at least two ed band on their way up, but
with the likes of Generation X,
others are worthy of special always gratifying. Steel Pulse gets
The Stranglers and Burning
mention. The title track " Hands- an " A" for honesty and commitSpear and attracted attention on
worth Revolution " is as power- ment. According to Michael
the merits of their stage perful as they come, eloque17t in Riley, Pulse should have begun
formance alone, said to be hypboth music and lyric, it was work on a new album by the time
notic. When playing their most
written to accompany a docu- you 've read th is, the theme of
successful (and most chilling) , mentary shown in this country which will be black martyrs -song, " Ku Klux Klan, " singers
on channel 13 (in censored form) · hardly a " safe" subject but then
Michael and Fonso don white
dealing with racism in Great · very few things worth talking (or
Britain. !'Prediction " is biblical in _
s inging or writing) about are.
hoods, not meant to be sensa-

Steel Pulse: Potent second generation British reggae.

Blondie Delivers With Parallel Liries
by Dawn Shepherd
On first listening, Parallel Lines
is a disappointment. P.ar..tlel
Lines is Blondie's third attempt to
reach the mainstream American
market. Although _Blondie are
stars in England with two enor-

Shakes At The Stone Pony
tions of old Motown/Tamla
b y Anthony Cerqueira
were original tunes composed
What had started out as an in- by the band . The originals in the tunes bring back waves of nosnocent evening of playing pin - opening set brought images of talgia so strong that you start
ball and maybe taking a semiKansas and Rainbow but with a longing for the MCA Good Guys .
Due to a great PA system and a
wild ride on the Rock and Roll at
lot more polish and intellithe Palace developed into a ge nce. Thro ugh the outstand- damned good band the sound is
as clear as the view of Bradley
much deserved stimulation of
ing ta lents of lead vocalist/guitthe senses. Last Saturday the ari_st Bob Campanell, a dynamic Beacch from atop the Palace's
Shakes were blending pleasant
rhyth m section, and one hell of a huge ferris wheel (in the
portion s of Motown with a mixkeyboard duo the Snakes truly
Elizabeth car of course).
If you like to dance to Smokey
ture of progressivel y-oriented , shook. It wasn't until the band
styles to whip the crowd at the
were into their basically Motown Robinson tunes and the like or
Stony Pony into a dancing
set when the dance floor began just enjoy sitting with friends and
frenzy.
to fi1I. As well as possessing a a good drink while being
the
The Shakes, who are based in
stock of originals verging on musically · mesmerized,
t he Camden area , play an
genius, .t he Shakes' interpreta- Shakes are ~our frape.
integra l role in the (oh how I hate
to use this overly-used term) Asbury Park sound. The Shakes, I
had understood, were a brass-in-,fluenced band much more on
the lines of the Jukes. What the
.
'
Shakes turned out in their first
set was professionally structured sound mixing noticeably
progressive British influences
with just enough fushion to
by Deborah Orazi
make it intriguing . All of the
The place on Dover had been the scene of many musical assaults in
selections performed , aside from
an old Smokey Robinson tune , the last few years, but few bands hit harder on first viewing than " James Dean and the Instigators. " They are in the words of another
new wave band (The Dead Boys) " Young, Loud and Snotty" on stage :
no one looks over 22 in the band an-d all possess the demeanor of a
Yoga Club
babe raised by wolves.
This five man band tguitars, bass, drums, vocals) owe more than a
little credit to obvious influences such as " Eddi e & t he Hot Rods,"
meets every
" Ramones" and Iggy Pop, whose song " I Need Someone," is in:
eluded in their repertoire and lovingly done.
Tuesday
The curren t lineup of the band has been together only a matter of
1:40-3:05 p.m.
months but they have managed to author a number of songs, among
D ' Angola Gym
t hem their killer opener " I Can ' t Get Through ."
D-1 27
Unfortunately their .set went downhill in quality and ended with a
poor remake of " Paint it Black." In short the raw talent is there but the
style needs developing, hopefully next year ...

Instigators
Get Through

mous hit singles, they have failed
to make a dent in the easy-listen-

ere song, " Picture This" which
sound like Morish Elton lohn

ing FM stations and have there-

wallpaper. I can't'wait till Olivia-

fore sold a minimal amount of
albums in the U.S. of A. Debbie
Harry knows this is make or
break time for the group and it's
time for a compromise.
For the first time there
is a
disco song on the
album, " Heart Of Glass," which,
I must admit, is pretty good .
Debbie, sounds like a campy
Donna Summer and gets away
with it. I hope Blondie gets a
huge hit single out of it because
they deserve it.

Newton John covers it for the
housewives of America.
Of course the album is not ;;
total disappointment. There are
some good songs on the album
too. The best one, The Nerves'
" Han ging On The Te lephone,"
would· make a great · single.
" Pretty Baby " is · a tribute to
Brooke Shields and is one of the
'cleverest pop tunes they've ever
done'. The Blondies also do a
great version of Buddy Holly's
" I'm Gonna Love You Too. "
This album is calculated to sell
but I still love it.
Blondie delivers.

Unfortunately for the first time
Blondie has recorded a medio-

r---------------------------.

CRYAN'S
LOUNGE
·
797 Sanford Avenue
V 'I b
N J
al S urg,
·•
372-9414
Thursday, October 26
Spice

•••

Friday, October 27
Big Edsel

•••

Saturday, October 28
Big Edsel

•• •

Sunday, October 29

FABU LOUS GREASE BAND •••
Monday, October 30
Big Screen Football

•••

Tuesday, October 31
Halloween Party
Big Edsel

•••

Wednesday, November 1
Lynch Boys

• ••

Lunches Served
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Battle of the Donns

Photo by Sung Joe Kang

Residents battle in a tug-a-war.

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

Students string each other along - getting all tied up.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

College life provides the good times - the best years of our lives!

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

A volleyball game is good for a new hits.

,,

ilSIDENCE
'

'
Ph oto by Sun g Joe Kan g

Leap-frog races - A Jumping Jolly Ti~e!

I

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Chris Cottle lends a hand along with other staffers.

October 26, 1978
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Home Away From Home

JI,.,.,,,,,,.
"'.:...

/

-~

.

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

Battle of the Buildings?

l!!i.l!!lr

,
. Photo by Sung Joe Kang

Lifesavers - the candy with the hole in the middle.

r

Photo by Sung Joe Kang

Dr. Ruth Ward was honored by her friends and associates on Oct.
20th - As Woman of the Century.

Arts Dialog will present its first speaker, Steven Zane, on Tuesday, October 31, 1978 at 1:40 in Vaughn-Eames 112.
He has developed panoramic landscape photographic techniques. His subjects include California, Northern New
Jersey and the Hudson River Valley. Recent projects dealing with historical and architectural photography have
been funded by the United States Department of Interior, the New York Landsmarks Conservancy and the Municipal Arts Society. He is currently an instructor atthe New York University School of Continuing Education. His work
has recently gained recognition; he is a recipient of a grant from the New Jersey Council on the Arts.

Photo by Steven Zane
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"Straight Times,,,
1

Dustin Hoffman is an actor
whose stardom has grown from
his gift of characterizatipn and
his willingness to accept new
challenge~. Well honored for his
work, Hoffman
has won
Academy Award nominations
for his performances in " The
Graduate,"
"Midnight Cowboy," and " Lenny." He is
respected for what he has
already accomplished and his
reputation is secure, yet Hoffman has refused to remain complacent.
Dustin Hoffman 's involvement with his new film
STRAIGHT J"IME has, from the
beginning/ been an intense one.
Based on the powerful novel NO
BEAST SO FIERCE, by ex-convict
Edward Bunker, STRAIGHT TIME
is the story of Max Dembo,
newly-released convict, whose
energy ability and determination to make it on the outside run
headlong into a series of major
roadblocks. Burdened with a
sadistic parole officer and constantly faced with the familiar
,temptations of old friends and
easy illegal money, Max turns for
help and encouragement to a
young woman whose honesty
and decency offer him hope for a
future within the law.
Since he was first given the
novel to read by long time friend
director Ulu Grosbard, Hoffman has been fascinated by the
project. He acquired the
property for his own production
company,
SweetWall
Productions,
and
originally
intended to direct as well as star
in the fi lm. This idea was relinquished when Hoffman decided
the scope and complexity of the
role would require his exclusive
atte ntion. He assigned talented
screenwriter
Alvin
Sargent,
wh ose recent cred its incl ude
BOBB'< DEERFIELD and JULIA, to
adapt the novel and turned the
directorial chores over to Ul u
Grosbard, working closely with
him on all aspects of development, casting and production.
Perhaps more than any othe r
actor working today, Hoffma n is
noted for his ability to get inside
the skin of his characters, effacing himself to such a degree that
it is often difficult for audience's
to believe t hat he is acting. Fro m
t he time when he fell' innocen-

tly into t he clutches of the voracious Mrs. Robinson in THE
GRADUATE, to his appearance
as the shuffling, pathetic Ratso
Rizzo in MIDNIGHT COWBOY,
to his portrayal of the tenacious
reporter Carl Bernstein in ALL
THE PRESIDENT'S MEN, Hoffman 's thoroughness and concentration when preparing a role
have been well known.
He began his research on
STRAIGHT TIME at Folsom
Prison. Although the story of
STRAIGHT TIME is set outside
jail, Dustin wanted the "conditioning''. of a prison atmosphere to prepare himself for the
emotions of a "just-released,"
fiercely independent man who
has been put through the
wringer of the penal system, and
is then freed to confront the
wrenching choices offered by
that freedom. At Folsom , Dustin
met and conferred at length with
author Edward Bunker, promising a continuing involvement
with the project. On parole,
Bunker ·served as technical advisor , introducing Hoffman to
the world of the ex-con and later
playing a small role in the film.

soon-to-be released
"Straight Times."

Liberation? Education!
Women Talk welcomes a
distinguished panel as guest
speakers for the noontime
program
on
Wednesday,
November 1st, Downs Hall.
Their discussion will focus on
academic, personal and employment possibilities for
those pursuing a minor or
courses (n the WOMEN 'S
STUDIES program.
The panel will be composed
of the following
WOMEN from the faculty/ staff of Kean College
who are concerned with
WOM EN and thei r developm ent:
Este lle Ritchie - Assistant
Professor of English B.S., M.A.
Boston State College.
Jane Leonard, Associate
Professor of History, B.A. Milwaukee Downer College;
M.A. University of Idaho;
Ph.D. Cornell University.
Bonnie Kind, Acting Assistant Dean, Arts and Sciences,
Assistant Professor of Psy-

chology, B.A. , Bryn Maur College; M.A., Ph.D. University
of Pennsylvania.
Estelle Krueger, Associate
Professor of Health and
Recreation, R.N .. Beth Israel
Hospital; B.A ., Jersey City
State; M.A., Montclair State
College; Ed.D., Columbia
University.
Eleanore Laudicina , Assistant Professor of Political
Science,
B.A.,
Allegheny
' College; M .A ., M.Ph.D.
Rutgers University.
Sy lvia St ra uss, Asso ciate
Professor of History, B.A ., City
Co ll ege of N .Y.; A.M .,
Columbia University; Ph.D.
Rutgers University.

URESS QPTIQ\JAL:
y g"A l\lQI' RE~IJIREU!
" IT IS WILD AND CRAZY ... LEAVES ONE FEELING LIKE AN
ANXIOUS FRESHMAN PLEDGE WHO AT FIRST FEELS A
LITTLE LER OUT OF THINGS, BUT WHO , IN THE END ,
CAN'T RESIST JOINING IN ALL THE FUN."
- KA TH LEEN CARR OL L. DA ILY NE W S

"IF YOU'RE IN HIGH SCHOOL, IF YOU'RE IN COLLEGE,
IF YOU'RE OUT OF COLLEGE, IF YOU'VE EVER HEARD
OF COLLEGE, A NATIONAL LAMPOON FAN,
A SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE FAN, or you're just ready tor
some wild college humor you will have a laughing good lime
at Anim1I House'." GENE S HA U T NB C rv
1

It was t he Deltas
a g ainst the rules ...
the rules lost!

Mae Hecht, Director of
EVE; B.S. Brooklyn College;
M .A. Kean Colleg·e of N.J .
Please join us at WOMEN
TALK for a provocative panel
discussion. Bring your questions - better yet - b ring your
answers, your concerns.

1,.&••·····
NATle lU.I.

•Ml---•L aeut■

A-Bomb Builder At Kean
The following excerpt from
the New York Times of Feb. 8,
1977 that was entered into the
Congressional Record of Feb. 10,
1977 gives an indication of th e
magnit ude of this discovery.
Townse nd Lectures is pro ud t o
present Jo h n Phi ll ips on O ctobe r
30th at 1 :.ao and 7:30 p.m. in the
Browsing Room. He has created
considerable stir by designing a
working atom bomb that could
be built for $2000.
[From the N ew York Times, Feb.
8, 1977] Nations Beat Path To
Door of Princeton Senior for His
Atom Bomb Design

By Joseph F. Sullivan
PRINCETON, N.J. - John A.
Phillip's life hasn 't been the same
since he became Princeton University's
Tiger
cheerleader,
started his own pizza-delivery
business and designed an atomic
bomb.
Mr. Phillips' physics paper,
which first drew public attention in October, is attracting
interest, too; officials of both
Pakistan and France have asked
the lean, dark-haired 21-yearold senior for copies of the
report .
The

Pakistan

caller,

Mr.

Philli ps sai d, ke pt ta lk in g to me
and said it wo ul d be a worth w h ile t hing to do." But M r.
Ph ill ips sa id, he t urn ed down the
req uest, leavi ng t he caller
" upset."
M r. Phil lips, wh ose report on
maki ng a bomb fo r $2,000 was
based o n pu blicly ava il able infor matio n, said he had also rejected the French request.

Fo r a ti me, Mr. Phil lips' cl assmates called him " Shroom " short for mu shroom, wh ich
refer red both to his pizza business and his physics pro1ect. Today he rela xed in white jeans and
school sweater at t he Ivy Cl ub, a
so ci al and eatin g cl ub on ca m pus, and cond ucted inte rview s
w ith repo rters w hen he was not
in class.

NAOONAL LAMPOON S ANIMAL HOUSE
.. JOHN DELUSHI TIM MATHE50N JOHN VERNO N
VERNA DLOOM THOMAS HUlCf and DONALD SUTHEI\UIND , .... ,
P.oduced by MATTY SWM O NS and r-JAN REITMAN Mu~c by ELMEI\ DEI\NSTEIN
Wr,nen bv HAROLD fv>MIS DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHI\IS MILLE!\ D,recred by JOHN LANDIS
'1

1,, •.

·.•.A, 1-,Qu').f

. "· ~- · • '· ·
\ 09,ria

'IO,)(lCI

..,

..

1•cx~ on MCA 1\.:-co·o~ & lope>•

:Jll'10t-" Ot~ t,v~l£PNE._

,'>E'Q

1, . - -.·
j
f

• ·•

-: · ' : ,: ~;"·; , :,;~~,~~

l}I~-----

.. ,

1~ :REsrR1cno~--:i
~ ~ , :3£:d

AT UNIVERSAL BLUE RIBBON
THEATRES NEAR YOU
. - - - - - -Ll,!!MA!!_!N!,!!H~AT!...!T~
AN )- - - - - - --,
RU0£' S

GUILD' S

RKO COLISEUM 1 LOEWS 83RD. ST. 3 EMBASSY1 UA 85Tlt ST. WAVERLY

He recalled that his being the
He said he had reported the . only stude nt who had aud it.call from the P.;ikistani to Senator ioned for the right to wear the
William Proxmire, Democrat of tiger costume and cavort at the
Wisconsin,
because
he football and basketball games
respected the Senator, and to the last September and · his Aristole
Central Intelligence Agency. The Pizza - titled after his middle
call from the French came three name - were his chief points of
months ago and from the Pakis- identification on. campus.
tani on Jan. 18.
After the news -of his nuclear
Senator Proxmire, said it illus- paper bagan circulating last fall ,
trated how desperate some the student, who is from North
foreign countries were to attain Haven, Conn., became an overnight celebrity.
nuclear bomb capabilities. ·
lqvas Butt, the Pakistan Information ., Minister, denied in
Washi ngton that his country
wanted to build a bomb, and he
said contact had been made with
Mr. Phillips by a junior embassy
official who had obtained his
name from the United States
Energy Research and Development Administration.

A comedy fmm Universal Piovres
THE MATTY 5WMON5 · IVAN RE ITMAN Pf\ODUCTION

Mr. Phillips, who is majoring in
aerospace scie nce, said the
research and writing of his paper
had taken five and a half-months,
and was based on information he
had obtained from the school
library and public government
papers he had got through the
mail and during a trip to
Washington.
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WOLF HUNT

By Ray Lago
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College Is A Riot

By Ron Gega

· Connolsseu.r -

FOR SOMEONE LIKE YOU

By Gary Gega
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ATTENTION!
The following departments will hold staff meetings at the Independent Office . All members
should attend . New members welcomed .
'
NEWS
Tuesday, October 31
College Free Hour
1:40 p.m .
FEATURE
Friday, October 27
1:00 p.m .
SPORTS
Tuesday, October 31
College Free Hour
1:40 p .m.
(next seasons assignments will be discussed )
PHOTOGRAPHY
Monday, October 30
1:00 p .m .

ATTENTION!
The trip sponsored by the International
Student Association to the United Nations and
Circle Line Excusion on Od. 27 and 28th has
been cancelled until a later date.

.

..............................

Thursday, October -26, 1978
All Day
12:30 p.m .
6:00- 8:00 p.m .
6:00-11 :00 p.m. ·r
8:00-10 :00 ,
8:,30 p.m . •

'r'

·• Friday, October
All Day
6:00- 8:00 p .m .
8:00-10:00 p .m.
JI.

Latin American Exhibit
Lunchtime Theatre 49¢ admission " Quiet Fire'!
Alpha Theta Pi Tea
Third World Gospel Choir
Rho Theta Tau Tea
Coffeehouse

27, '1978

~turday, October ·2s, 1978
All Day
Sunday, October 29, 1978
· · 2:00-4 :00 p.m .
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Monday, October 30, 1978
10:30- 3:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m.
7:00- 9:30 p.m .
7: 30-10 :00 p.m .
7:30-10:00 p.m .
8 :00 p.m.
9:00-11:00 p .m.
Tuesday, October 31, 1978
12:15 p.m .
1 :40-,, 3:05 p .m.

Latin American Exhibit
· Lambda Chi Rho Tea
' Zeta Delta Pi Tea

7:00-10:00 p.m.
6:00- 8:00 p.m .
7:40-10
,, :10 p.m.

p.m .
p.m .
a.m .
p.m .

Wednesday, November 1, 1978
10:30 a.m.
12 :00 n oon
12:15 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.
3:00 p.m .
3:00 p.m .

Front Lge
Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm

Education Policy Science

W200 & W402B

Swing Phi Swing
Mass
CCB Film : " Oh, God! " 25¢ admission

Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre ·

KIT
Co-Curricular Program Board presents:
The Alpha-Omega Players' Production of " LUV"
English Dept. presents : Kathleen Raine
" Scholars & Poets"
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Continuing Education

Browsing Rm

Student Activities Jazz Series Showcase
Omega Psi Phi

Christian Prayer
PROUD
EEO - Self Awareness
Graduate Office
Management Scien ce
Class of 1981
ACM
IFSC
Latin Sorority
IVCF
Circl e K Cl.u b
Chem-Phys ics Club
Associat ions for Computing Machinery
FASA

7: 00-11 :00
8:00-10:00
8:00-12: 00
8:30- 1:00
3: 00- 5: 00

Front Lge
Little Theatre
Brows ing Rm
PA-141
Browsing Rm
Sloan Lge

Council for Exceptional Children
lnt' I. Student Association
Science Organization
EEO Office
Pre Law Club
Outing Club
EEO Group Counseling
EEO Counseling
Delta Sigma Theta
Omega Sigma Psi Tea
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigma Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Delta Pi
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Ch i
Sigma Theta Ch i
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Coun ci l for Except io nal Ch ildren
Circl e K Club
Chi A lpha
ASID
Sig m a Beta Chi Tea
Nu Sigm a Tau
Resi dents Assoc. Hal loween Party
Lat in Fratern ity

Student A ctivities Coffeebreak
Woman Talk
Mass - All Saints Da y
SI A Film: " Wheres Poppa? "
EEO Counseling
American Marketing Assoc.

Grill Rm
Browsin g Rm
Alumn i Lge
)100
Little Theater
Browsing Rm

Dougall 3rd fl
Front Lge
W201B
W211
)301
]100
CSS103
W207
W 200
)101
)143
C218
CSW111
VE112
]137
)102
B109
T115
)103
)130
W400
)131
Front Lge
Rm B
W2<Y:J
W402B
W413
)136
]141
)14'2'
)143
)144
B208A
B224B
T21 2
VE207
VE 211
VE311
T210
B222
W302
A lu m ni Lge
Brows in g Rm
Rm A
Col Ctr Cafe
W201B

H utch Lby
Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre
)131
)301

-
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Notices

Entertainment
-

CCB Film Presents
The Sunday Night Movie
featuring

I,
1,

-:~~.

'

.'

Starring
George Burns• °John Denver
Terri Garr• Donald Pleasence
October 29 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Little Theatre
25¢ Admission

..

II
I

iI

h

'

I\

!

Student Activities
presents
The Wednesday Movie
of the Week

!

•

!
I

t

.

I\

Ii

.

CLASSIFIED

Sale of Sound in front of cafeteria.
Popular labels & artists - Rock,
Easy Listening, Disco - available in
recor4s and tapes, Tues., Nov.. 7, 9
a,m.-5 p.m,; We., Nov. 8, 9 a.m.-S
p,m. Discount Prices.
.)

Final Election For

.'

Freshman Council Representatives
is today, 9-5 p.m.
in Sloan Lounge
located in the Student Center

-

WHERE'S POPP A?

'

Graduation is not an automatic process. It is the student's responsibility to apply. More than a thousand seniors ftave alread y requested " Graduation Applications" for the 1979 academic year.
Candidates who filed for February, 1979 graduation received preliminary notice of deficiencies prior to the Fall, ' 78 in-person registration. These students were able to adjust their Fall, '78 schedules
accordingly.
The June and August , 1979 candidates who return their graduation forms prior to November 1, 1978 will be notified of any deficiencies before the S pring, ' 79 in-person registration. These students
will be able to alter their schedules before the Spring semester
begins.
,
'
If you anticipate February, June, or August, 1919 graduation
and have not requested graduation forms, do so now. Graduation
applications are available at the Registrar's Office, located on the
first floor of the Administration Building.

Date: November 1
Time: 3 & 8 p.m.
Place: Little Theatre

FREE ADMISSION
1..

THINK SNOW!
All stude,nts interested in participating
on the ski trips to White Face Mountain,

Lake Placid, N. Y. and Sugar bush Valley,
Warren Vt. MUSTII attend the Ski Club
meeting this Tuesday, Oct. 31 at 1:40 in
D' Angola Gym, room D125. The trips are
open to students and non-students. For
more information please contact Guy
Rossi at 857-2276 or Dan Goldstein at
846-9517
Keep Your Tips Up!

SPRING 1979 SEMESTER
Advance Registration Material Distribution
Adva nce Registration for Spring 1979 wi ll take place between October 31
and 1,2:00 noon on November 10. 1978. Registration will be open to all
matriculated and non-matriculated students wh.o have attended Kean
College or New Jersey in the Spring or 1978. or. Summer 1978. or. Fall 1978.
Advance Registration material wi)I be distributed as follows:
TOWNSEN D HALL LO BB Y
Oct. 31. Nov. I. 2
11 :00 a.m .-7:30 p.m .
After November 2, Advance Registration material ma y be picked up in
the Registrar's Office during regular office hours (8 :30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
EVEN ING OFFICE - JI 06
3:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 31. Nov. 1.2.6.7.8.9
8:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
Sat.. Nov. 4
UEADLINE I-OR SUBMISSION
12 NOON. FRIUAY. ovEMBER 10.
Opportunities available in :
• Belleville • Maplewood

Come To The Next Coffeehouse At Kean:
Midnight Cafe Coffeehouse· featuring Mike Barton, Pia Rossilli, Bob Mele, Tom Merlo, Gus
Cero, Joe Cherepon, Dennis a nd T om, Dean
Senaca, Sue and Sharon, Bob Griffin, Ga ry
O'Neil, Jim plus many more friends. Thursday,
October 26 at 8:30 in Sloa·n Lounge. Anyone interested in performing visit CC-112 and sign 4-p'. Y ,r.

,

11

'

•

'

I

Ticket Distribution
Mon.-Thurs. 4-8 p.m.
Oct. 16-Nov. 2
Graduate Students Only

•••

Nov. 6-Nov. 9
Evening Undergraduate and Graduate

1

1

1------------------------t
ABBA EBAN

•••

_____________,.

.,_

HELP WA NTED
Earn extra money, Weekend factory work available, 8 hour shifts.
Decorators Plastic, Inc., 865 W .
Grand St ., Eliz. Tel. 289-2300.

Club
Happenings

;

'ATTENTION!

I

I

Nov. 12-Nov. 16
Day Undergraduate Staff/Faculty
( entire college comm unity)

Unwanted hair permanently
removed. Aida Litwack, Ui9
Gregory Ave., W. Orange, 7365749.

'

1('

Nov. 20-Nov. 30
Community-at-Large

Male, age 28, looking to share
apartment and expenses. Call
Frank 355-6152.

ATTENTION FRESHMAN

'

•••

Room wanted for mature gentleman in Union area. Furnished or
unfurnished. Private entrance
desired. Call 376-7318.

The position of recording secretary for the Freshman Class is vacant. Any freshman interested,
please contact Mark Cichowski at the Student
Organization Office. Deadline is Friday, Oct. 27 at
12:00 noon!

'

"OH, GOD"
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·•

• Elizabeth • Newark • Kearny
Clerks, Recreation, Physical Education, Kitchen Aid , Typists,
Crafts, General Clerical.
,,
Applicants must have valid F .A .F. on file when appearing f-0r a
referral. For more information, contact the Financial Aid Office,
527-2050.
•

College Happenings
Thanksgiving - Halloween
Octoberfest Party
sponsored by ?he
Fine Art Students Association
F riday, November 3rd
F rom 7:00 p.m. - ?
Vaughn-Eames Lobby
"B. Y. O.B." and Mun chies

Recreation Club
is sponsorin g

Annual Jello Eating Contest
Tues., Oct. 31

College Hour
Kean College Pub

RES UME TIME
IS NEAR
Attention:
M a nage m e nt
S c ie n ce
&
Eco nomic Maj ors
Are you looking for extrac urricula r college activities?
Would yo u like to j oin the
American Marketing Associatio n befo re it is too late? If so,
a ttend the next meeting on
Wednesday, No vember J in
1301 at 3:00. The American
Marketing Association will be
accepting new members at the
next meeting. All a re welcome
to join.
'

On Tuesday, October 17,
1978, tlie Kean College Accounting Society held its
very first meeting. This is a
new club that has been
organized here at Kean. The
legal matters involved such
as writing a constitution and
getting it approved, etc. are
in process at the time. Completion of these should be
within a week or oso. The
next meeting will be held in
J-301 on October 31 , 1978
anyone interested should
attend . Faculty advisor is
__.g{Qfessor Casey.
The S peakers' Bureau of
Kean ·cotiege affords all
interested students t he opportunity to vent any crea. tive skills in the areas of
communication, media, and
theatre • while also exposing
them to major corporate
firms and executives in the
New York-New Jersey area.
For further information
see Susan Brand, VE410, or
call 527-2349.
Physical Education
Majors
15-Hour
Vo lleyball Marathon
from Fri. 8 p.m, Nov. 20
to Sat. II a.m, Nov. 21
Every one is welcome
Stay as long as you like
Donation:$ /
Don 't m iss out on the f un
Place:
D'A ngola Gym

_.
i

~

,I
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Blocked Punts Haunt Kean in 2 4-20 Loss
by Frank Whalen
Leading 20-6 mid-way through
the 3rd quarter, it appeared Kean
was well on their way to winning
their 2nd straight game and
evening their record at th ree a
piece.
, But the "Squires " let victory
slip throug h their grasp by allowing two of their punts to be
blocked, both resulting in TD's
and by givi ng up a TD with 6:21
left in the game, putting Jersey
City up 24-20 for the fi rst time and finishing the script.
Kean drew first blood when
they marched from their own 33
to the Jersey City State 7 before
settling for a Dan Deneher 24
yard FG for an early 3-0 lead.
On their 2nd ball possession in
the game, Kean put their offense
into gear. Kean moved 17 yards
to mid-field in two plays with
_ Barnes running 6 and Valeriani
11. Then on a 2nd and 8 Gary
Barnes came through with a big
play, reminiscent of his performance last week when he
sco red 2 TD 's.
He cau ght a Jim Handy pass
circling over t he midd le and
dodged defend ers to t he J.C. S.
11 . The drive, though , stalled on
the 7 and Kean was forced to settle for a Deneher 24 yard FG .

Kean kept the pressure on
when CB Pete Kowalsky intercepted a J.C.S. pass, running the
ball to the enemy 7 yard line. But
agaih the drive stalled and Kean
had to settle for a short Dan
Deneher FG, and a 13-0 lead. The
inability to score in close loomed
larger as the game progressed to
its outcome.
The lack of killer-instinct
allowed J.C.S. to score its 1st TD
as well. They received the ball on
their own 15, the worst field position they had al I game. They marched 85 yards with end John
Sullivan being the chief Kean
nemesis.
He collected 53 yards on 4
receptions including a 13 yard
TD on an important 3rd and 6
play. The extra point was missed,
making the score 13-6 at the half.
Kean came out like players
possessed at the start of the 2nd
half. The defense sacked J.C.S.
QB twice in the 1st offensive
series, allowing them to receive
the ball in an excellent field position on their own 46.
For the 3rp time in the ball
game Gary Barnes set up a Kean
score. O n a 2nd an d 8, Barnes ran
up t he m iddl e and appea red to
be stopped, but so mehow
wiggled loose, runn ing the ball
to the J.C.S. 14. Then RB Valerian i
literally dra gged two J.C.S.
defenders in the end zone for
the score, giving his team breathing room at 20-6.
But with 4: 14 left in the 3rd
quarter the roof caved in on

With 5:33 left in the 2nd
quarter Kean scored the 1st TD of
the gc1me. Again it was Barnes
setting up a score. He caught
Handy's pass in the flat at midfield and scampered to the J.C.S .
32. Then on a 3rd and a 11, QB
b y Tom Durkin
Handy, went to the air and found
It seems at any time of day or
end Mike Thomas in a crowd for
a 32 yard TD, making the score night you can find a jogger in10-0.
tensely enjoying the solitude of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..

Kean's offense was strong against Jersey City State, but block punts resulted in a 24-20 loss.
Kean. That was when "Squire"
pu nter, Buoni, began his deeds
of charity. J.C.S.
defend er
Travers, blocke d Buon i's p u nt
and h is teamm ate M claughl in
fell on th e ball in the end zo ne.
Je rs ey City then failed on a 2pt.
conversion attempt, keeping the
score at 20-12.
Buoni resumed hi s donation to
the J.C.S. cause when hi s next

punt
was
blocked
bv
McLau gh li n, w hi ch set up an 11
ya rd TD ru n by Kiet h Wya tt,
red u ci ng th e Kean lead to a 20-18
margin 4 secon ds into the 4th
quarter.
The 4th quarter was a see-saw
battle for field position until
Jersey City got the upper-hand
by receiving the ball on their
own 47.

After a 6 yard gai n, QB Richard
Kettyle, fo und SE Thomas Co rbin
behin d th e Ke-an secondary for a
47 ya rd TD, and for the fi rst ti me
in th e game Kean was trailing .
Kean never threatened there after. A rejuvenated J.C.S. team
held Kean in check for the
remainder of the game for a 2420 victory.

Representation Is Without Sponsorship

indep~ndent

Kean pathways - . running, the
largest participar:at sport in the
U.S. toda y has no club, funded
group or intercollegiate status
on campus. It is sad that there is
no real home for a X-country·or

track program at Kean , because
it only requires a small allocation of the Athletic Budget.
Rich Romero, ii senior, knows
all
about
the frustrating
task
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _., ·trying
to build
support, for
notofa

SPORTS

KEAN FRESHMAN MAKES WEEKLY ECAC ALL-STAR TEAM
UNION -G ary Barnes, a freshman from Rahway, has been named to
th e W ee kl y ECAC Afl -Star tea m for his pla y in last week's 24-6 victory
over Fairlei gh Di ckin son of Madison .
- Th e Kean Co lleg e halfback is the second Squir e pl ayer to be ho no red
this year. Paul Burrough s, another frosh, was sel ected a few weeks ago.
Barn es ru shed 12 tim es for 136 yards and two tou chdowns aga inst th e
Jersey Devil s. On e of th e TDs came on a 74-yard run .
" Gary had an excell ent game and is certainl y w o rthy o f thi s hono r,"
Coa ch Ra y Murphy said . " He is a game-breaker t ype of runn er and
reall y prove d that ag ai nst FDU."

SKATERS SET FOR OPENER
The Kean Co llege Ice Hockey Team is gettin g rea d y to defend th eir
Easter D ivision Titl e again st N.J.I.T. on Sunda y, O ct . 29t h at 9 p .m. at th e
Branchbrook Ice Center in Newark . The Squires w ill face-off against
the Kean Alumni-Team t o night at 10:30 at Branchbrook to pr epare for
Sunda y's game. Coa ch Tom O ' Donnell has·not yet d ecided o n wh o his
starting goalie o r lines will be, citing his disappointm ent in the performance of some of his key players. He hopes th e game against th e
Alumni will prod uce the combination that the team needs to beat N.J.I.T.
COME SU PPORT O U R CHAMPION SQU IRES!

The next home football game will be Sat., NOv. 4th at
1 :30 against Glassboro. Hope to see you all there.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
SOCCER (Varsity)
Thursday . .. ... . .. . . ... . .... Glassboro State Coll ege (A) 3:00 p.m.
Saturday .. . ........... .. ... . ..... .. ... . . . . Jo hn Jay (H) 11 :00 a. m .
Wednesday .....•.... . . : ....... . .... . . Rid er Col lege (A) 3: 00 p.m .

SOCCER (Junior Varsity)
W ednesday .... . .......... . ... . .. . .... Ri der Coll ege (A) 3:00 p.m.

TENNIS
Thursday ... . ... . .... . ...... M o ntclair State Co ll ege (A) 3:30 p .m.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday ....•.... • . . ... . .... . ........ ... .. . .. Q ueens (H) 6:00 p.m.

FIELD HOCKEY
Thu rsday .. : . . . .. .. .. . . . .... M o ntcla ir Sta te Co llege (A) 3:00 p.m.

new idea but a worthwhile one.
Rich is a transfer from Alderson
Broadaus College in West Virginia, a small school which built a
strong X-country program on
limited funds and facilities. A
running program would not
benefit Rich alone, he runs with
15 people or so on a regular
basis, and knows 60 men and
women students & staff who jog
regularly and who ligitimately
wish to participate.

Mr. Waterman, our Athleti c
Director has spoken with Rich
and told him, he felt the Kean
Coiiege Athleti c Budget did not
allow for a club or program,
although Mr. Waterman does
acknowledge Rich and certain

other runners representing Kean
in variou s invitational meets on
the East Coast. Rich and his buddies have been paying for their
own entry fees and transportation expenses . They wish M r.
Waterman could find some
room, or possibl y request more
money to include another
program in the expansing athletic Department on campus.
It is a known fact that a running
program can prepare athletes
and keep them in good condition in their off seasons. It would
replenish the other sport
programs with better fit participants. It is also known that the

athlete · who maintain s a high
level of fitness in the off-season
will progress much more t han
those who cannot train adequately. Rich wonders why the
Athletic Depa rtment fails to emphasize running , the most com-

mon form of ph ysical fitness.
Facilit ies are available. Rich
run s anywh ere on our campus
and commends the course of
Warinan co Park, Elizabeth.
Cross-country (Fall), Indoor
t rack (W int er) and Track (Spring)
three sports which could be
represented by the school at
variou s invitational meets for
small entry fees and requiring no
facilities .at Kean lead Rich
Romero to believe that the onl y
reason there is no funding for a
runners association at Kean is
cheap neglect.

Soccer Soars At Kean
UNION - The Kean College
soccer team is off to its best start
ever.
With nine games gone in the
season the Squires stand at 7-1-1
and in second place in the New
Jersey State College Conference.
" We' ve been playing excellent

soccer," Coach Tony Ochrimenko said, " it's just too bad we
had to lose that one game to
Montclair. We still have a shot at
the conference championship
though.
The Squires have a 4-1 record
in the conference, while first
place Montclair is 3-0-1 . Kean

Volleyball Rebuilding
UNION - The Kean College
volleyball team is only 4-9 this
season, but Coach Mary Hanycz
can see a bright future for her
young team .
" We only have on e player
back from last year's squad , so I
really didn 't expect to set an y
records this seas'on," Hanycz
said . " But the season has been a
learning exper i ence for
everyone and it should pay off
next year."
Mary Sue Nevin s of Elizabeth is
th e only returnee. Sh e is the " quarterback " on th e floor and
has been a big help to the
younger pl ayers.
" Ellen Reiner (Nutley) is the
most improved pla yer," Hanycz
said , " and the most consistent
server and passer. Patti Gilmartin

(Staten Island) uses her height
well and is an asset with her service receptions. "
Karen Molchan of Newark is
the captain .
Four freshm en have been very
important to the team's progress.
Carol Cubberly is the best spiker .
She had 20 spikes and five kills
against LaSalle and 24 spikes and
nine kills against Upsala . P;i tti
Rokosny of North Arl ington is an
excellent server, whil e Cathy
Brechka of Colonia and Effy
Milioti s of Ro selle Park , have
been solid all -around performers.
" I rea ll y have to be pleased
with the wa y the team has
developed," Hanycz said . " W e
started from zero and have come
a long way, in a very short time. "

has outscored its opponents by a
healthy 34-14 margin, including a
6-0 victory over Staten Island (72) in its last start.
Kean has been led by
freshman Phil Anderson of
Newark, who leads the team in
scoring with 11 goals. Al Checchio, a sophom9re from Scotch
Plains, has eight goals, while Al
Anderson has five goals and
eight assists. Al is from New
Brunswick .
Tom Durkin and Greg Stewart,
both of Elizabeth, have three
goals apiece .
Ron Arnold, a freshman from
Plainfield , has been solid in the
goal.
" The defense has been as
good as the offense and it's
unusual to find a high-scoring
team that also plays excellent
defense," Ochrimenko said .
" Mu ses Owe , (Passaic) has
don e an excell ent job at
sweeper. And we' ve al so gotten
good defense from Joe Petrucelli (freshman from Carteret),
Mike Junio (freshman from
Clark) and Wil son Aguirre,
(junior from Perth Amboy)."
Kean 's next home game w ill be
against John Jay, Sat ., October
• 28th at 11 :00 .
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Boosters Offense Sharp: Raise Record To 8-1
ing conditions. A week later
Kean lost a heartbreaker to
Montclair State.
On Wednesd ay tney were put
into a situation of having to end
their one game slump against
none other than Staten Island,

by James Audreaggi
Coming into the game with
Staten Island, the booters had a
record of 6-1-1 . Th e bla ck spots
on their record are a 1-1 tie to N .J.I.T. , a rough game marred by
numerous fouls and poor play-

· sporting a seven game winning
streak. A perfect scenario for the
Squires to pl ay El Foldo, right?
Wrong! It took only 4:78 for
Phil Anderson to find Al Checchio all alone for the opening
netter. The play was made pos-

sible by a beautiful cross by none
oth er than Tom Durkin lifting
the ball out of t he rea ch of two
defe nders and right with Anderson 's stride .
Almost 26 minutes passed
before Kean scored again as
Moses Alliowe and goalie Ron
Arnold stole the show with their
defensive heroics. Alliowe has
proven to be one of the main
reasons why Kean soccer ha s
come into its own . He is the
defensive stopper.
At 30 :49 of the first half,
Anderson found the net on a
slick feed from the left side by
Bill Whiting.
Still think Staten Island has a
chance? No Way!
Enter again Tomasino, Durkin
at 43 :25 of the first half. Durkin
blasts one from t he 18 off a sharp
pass from Miguel Torre.
At 18:09 of the seco nd half,
Durkin struck again to make it 40 and out of reach with P. Anderson receiving his seco nd assist of
the game. Greg Stewart scored
2½ minutes later on a pass from
Alliowe. Moses closed out the
sco rin g at 25:08 with an unassisted goal.
Al Anderson (the Liberian

Road Runner) scored 2 goals as
did Al " Call me Al " Checchio
and Lenny Marino to lead the
Kean Soccer team to an 8-1 destruction of Jersey City State at
Jersey City. Single goals were
registered by Bill Whiting and
Moses (the Stopper" Alliowe.
The team has held firm and
seems to have jelled. Kean is now
8-1-1 .
SIDE KICKS : Florencio Sanchez mi ssed past three game due
to thigh injury incurred during
practice. Pedro Minelli sui ted for
Staten Island and saw limited action after recovering from a knee
in j ury. Junior varsity won first
game 2-1 on goals by Rico Petrucelli and P. Anderson . Rico starting for the injured Sanchez has
done a steady defensive job.
Where have all the fans gone?
The soccer team is the school 's
best sport right now. Come out
and root the booters on to victory. I predict , barring injuries to
both that Phil Anderson will be
an All-American and Al Anderson will break land speed mark.
The next hom e game wi// be
Saturday, O ctober 28th versus
John Jay. The game will start at
11:00 A.M.

Photo by Joe leatherwood

.

Phil Anderson has open shot against Staten Island College.

Recreation Round Up.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS. .. .

the 3 on 3 basketball tournament Tuesday, Oct. 24, 1 :40-2 :55
Flag Football
in D-125 (D'Angola Gym). In
The Sunday Flag Football
order to enlarge the tournaschedule underwent some revisions, due to the elimination of · ment, we will accept entries until
four teams. The revised schedule Friday, Oct. 27. Sign up in D-114.
Tournament will begin Oct.
is as follows :
31 , 1:40-2:55 in D' Angola Gym.
Team No.
Team Name
1
Sigma Pi
Volleyball
Nu Delta Pi
2
The entry deadline for InNu Sigma Phi
3
tramural Volleyball is Nov. 3.
Sigma Beta Tau
4
Sign up in D-114, please indicate
T.F.'s
5
the division you wish to partici,
6
Bears
pate in: Women's, Men's, or CoOctober 29
Rec.
10:00
3 vs 5
OPEN RECREATION . ..
1 vs 4
11 :15
2 VS 6
12:30
Due to athletic team practices,
November 5
the gymnasium hours have been
2 VS 3
10:00
cha nged to 8:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
1 VS 6
11:15
Weekend hours will remain the
4 VS 5
12:30
same.
November 12
Weight Room
6 VS 3
10 :00
Mon-Fri
12 noon-11 p.m.
11 :15
4 VS 2
Sat-Sun
11 a.m .-4 p.m.
1 vs 5
12 :30
Gymnasium
December 3
1 VS 3
10:00
Mon-Fri
8 p.m. -11 p.m .
5 vs 2
11 :15
Sat-Sun
11 a.m.-4 p.m .
6 vs 4
12:30
SPORTS CLUBS. ..
Three On Three Basketball
Ski Club
The Kean College Ski Club has
There will be an organizarecently drawn up its season itintional meeting for all entrants in

SWIMMING POOL HOURS

• •

erary. Club advisor, Dan Goldstein, has made arrangements for
his club members to ski at
Hunter Mountain on a regular
basis, in addition to excursions at
more distant resorts.
A ski team from within the
club is planning a competitive
season, league races will be announced ,
Dan is maintaining the preseason enthusiasm by showing
the films "Ski Fever" and "Ski the
Other Limits" at the 1 club
meetings.
Interested persons may attend
the next meeting Tues., Oct. 31 ,
1 :40 college hou.r in D-125; or
ca ll Dan at 846-9517. THINK
SNOW!!
Karate
The Kean College Karate Club,

Daytime Hours
Evening Hours•
Monda y
12:15-1 :30 p.m.••
5:00-10:00 p .m.
Tuesday
5:00-10:00 p.m.
Wednesday .
12:15-1 :30 p.m .••
8:00-10 :00 p.m.
Thursday
6:00-10:00 p .m.
Friday
12:15-1:30 p.m.••
5:00-10:00 p.m.
Saturday
11 :00 a.m.-4 :00 p .m.
Sund ay
11 :00 a.m .-4:00 p .m.
*As of November 1, 1978 the evening pool hours will be 6:00-10:00
p.m.; except for Wednesdays. Wednesday hours will remain 8:00-10:00
p.m. through November 8. After that date the Wednesday hours for
pool use will also be 6:00-10 :00 p.m.
'
•• Faculty / Staff Swim (also open to students)

under the advisement of Christ

vited to view a class. Arrange-

Caggiano , is now in its 4th week

ments can be made by cont.act-

of practice. There are 28 pioneer

ing Christ at 746-5868.
Chris Caggi;mo is a 2nd degree
Black Belt an Okinawan Karate
(Shorin-Ryu) , which is a highly
developed style utilizing basic
punches, kicks, blocks and
throws, as well as breaking and
self defense techniques.

members thus far, but newcomers are always welcome!
The practice days and times
are as follows: Mondays and
Wed . 12:15-1 :30 p.m ., CSW 109,
Tuesdays and Thurs. 6-8 p.m ., D107. All interested persons are in-

Squirettes Edge By W.P .C.

'
1

n

Monmouth Road Revisited
1<:u11tin11erl fr u 111

/Jill.!/ '

111 1

tives to State senators, have sent
letters to the Governor concerning the situation ."
Moreover, some community
representatives were nothing
short of sanguine about the entire affair . At a meeting of the
Community Relations Council,
which assembled the parties involved with the nominal purpose
of discussing the problem (which
it did , until the college handed
down its verdict) , some citizens
suggested that a 14 ft. concrete
wall be bui It behind the apartment complex with barbed wire
and machine gun emplacements.
Apparently, this
distorted
rea soning has not fallen on deaf
ears. Ever since the gate was
closed and fenced in, it has been
the pract ice of this co llege to
spread a coating of stick tar on
that parti cular section of the
fence. The rationale for this absurdity is that it will discourage
students ·w ho want a pizza or a
six- pack from hopping the
fence. Students will simply avoid
the tarred section and hop the
fence a bit further down . More
difficult, perhaps, but workable .

According
to
Armand
Brilliante, Director of Facilities
Maintenance,
the viscous
material which coats the fence is
Fuel Oil no . 6. " It 's awful stuff,"
he said. " It doesn ' t have the
solvents that asphalt would
have ." Brilliante explained that it
is the residual left after everything else has been refined from
oil. It n ever evaporates, hence its
characteri stic viscosity. In fact,
the last time Maintenance applied a coating to the fence was a
year and a half ago . Its usual
function is to fuel the boiler
room .
Dean of Students Pat Ippolito
said the college administration
never issued a directive to coat
t he fence with the stuff.
" Maintenan ce probably did it on
their ow·n ," he mused .
For his part, Brilliante denied
any direct involvement: "We
wouldn 't go out and do this on
our own because it wouldn't
affect the operation of our
Physical Plant," he said. Then he
shrugged and concluded with a
smile, " If we ' re going to be the
fall guys, we' ll be the fall guys."

....

The Kean College girls volleyball team defeated William Paterson Wednesday, October 18, three games
to one before a very enthusiastic crowd at D' Angola Gymnasium.
.
Kean took the first game by a score of 15-10, before William Paterson (4-4) evened up the contest with a
15-7 victory in the second ga!'!le of the best of five match.
But that was a close as it was going to get. Using teamwork and taking advantage of W.P.C. mistakes, the
Squirettes took the next match 3-1. This victory improved the season mark to 4-9.
The team is coached by Mary Hanycz and is made up of nine players. They are, Karen Molchan, (captain), Mary Sue Nivens, Sue Barton, Ellen Reiner, Patti Gilmartin, Carol Cubber~, Patti Rovosny, Cathy
Brechka, and Efsty Miliotis.
·
The final game of the season is at home against Queens on October 27 at 6:00 p.m.

Newsbeat

(Continued from page 2)

such as sewing, cooking, and self-health care. Membership in the
troop is available to qualified children . Further information can be
obtained by calling Lisa Goldman at 527-2858.

•••

Alternative to Classroom
The Early Childhood Education Department of Kean College will
present a unique classroom experience on Wednesday, November 1,
1978. The " classroom" will be located in Willis Hall, room #200, from
9:00 a.m. until 6 :30 p .m .
There are many different teaching techniques used in the field of
education today . This classroom will afford the viewer a chance to experience a classroom situation which differs from the " traditional "
classroom. There will be various learning materials available for viewing as well as opportunities for participation . All interested persons
are invited to attend.
This presentation has been coordinated by the following Early
Childhood Education students· under the supervision of Dr. Michael
Knight, assistant professor in the department: Cindy Beverly, Maria
D'Amico, Donna Delorenzo, Bill Deitz, Sandy Nielson, and Marilyn
Saxe.
Forforther information, please contact the Early Childhood Education Department of Kean College at 527-2094.

•••

Poet Kathleen Raine
Kathleen Raine, poet and scholar, described in the New York Times
Literary Supplement as " one of the f inest [poets] writing today," will
speak on " Waste Land, Holy Land," in the Browsi ng Room of Kean
College on October 30 at 7:30 P.M. The public is invited to attend the
free lecture and discussion.
Dr. Ra ine was educated at Girton College, Cambridge (England)
and has been a Fellow of the College since 1956. In 1952 she won the
Harriet Monroe Prize from Poetry Chicago for her volume of poems,
The Year One. In 1971 , she received the W.M. Smith and Son Award
for her collected poems, The Lost Country.
Dr. Raine has also had scholarly works published on Blake, Yeats
and other poets . She is currently writing another book while staying
at the Lindisfarne Association, an international center for artists,
philosophers and mystics in New York City.

•••

Clinical Chemist
Mr. Peter Corvelli, ChiefTechnician at St. Mary's Hospital, Orange,
New Jersey, will speak to Medical Technology students on Tuesday,
November 7, 1978 at 1 :40 P.M. in Bruce-109. Mr. Corvelli will present
a talk dealing with the work of the Clinical Chemist. All interested
students are invited to attend .

•••
'o b Serv·1ce

EVE J

EVE (Education , Vocation, Employment), a community service of
Kean Co II ege of New Jersey, will sponsor a free conference, Career
Day, from 9:30 to 11 :30 A .M. on Friday, November 3 in Downs Hall. A
panel of women in various fields will discuss their jobs, how they
found them, and how they combine family and career.
Clare Brown, who started her own business 20 years ago, will describe how this small enterprise developed into Clare Brown Associates, Inc. - a market research firm with 150 employees . Beverly
Awbrey will discuss how her career changed from social worker to
newspaperwoman when she and her husband purchased the Cranford Citizen & Chronicle. Mary Ann Wong will describe her rise from
volunteer counselor to employee assistance administrator at New
Jersey Central Power and Light Company.

Poor
Weightroom
(Continued from page 1)
age of room for Co-Ed facilities.
Dubiel stressed the need for CoEd facilities saying, " many
women have gone into athletics
and to compete more effectively, they have turned to
weights ."
Students involved in athletics
feel a larger facility is necessary
to make the school's 18 varsity
team sports more competitive.
Th ese athletes were also quick to
point out that many students
who do play sports, come in to
the weight room to work out, so
a better facility would benefit all
students. Dubiel also claimed
that a new weightroom would

(Continued on page 20)

Bob Yanus Interview:
Is There Education After Graduation?
b y Dorrie Christman
On the weekend of Oct. 6,
while a number of evening and
part-time students were innocently enjoying the play " Annie," President of the Evening
Student Council, Bob Yanus,
faced a most harrowing encounter with death.
Soaring in a glider, surrounded by the hills of Vermont, Yan us ·
suddenl y became aware that the ·
plane was being swept out of
control. A gust of wind had come ·
shooting down the mountains
and taken the aircraft by surprise, causing a nose dive
towards the earth some 60 ft.
below.
Despite the situation, Yanus
was not struck by terror, but
more with the feeling that his
questions about death would be
answered. Fortunately, hi s curi- ·
osity was not to be satiated. Due
to the facts that the ground was
muddy from previous rain and
the plane was equipped with
rails to shield it from the collision, Bob Yan us' li fe was spared
with few injuries.
Still recovering from his injuries, last Friday Yanus generously agreed to an interview
about the Evening Student
Council 's goals and objectives,
shortly before it was to have
unanimousl y adopted a new
constitution
and
by-laws ,
authored by the President.
According to Yanus, the
Council originated in 1969, when
there was a distinct line between
day-time students and evening
students. Because Kean now
offers all time slots to anyone,
the organization caters to parttim~ students. The major duty of
the Evening Student Council,
says President Ya nus is to "lobby
for our position in the overall
college governmental structure ." The Council is doing just
that by sitting in on various committees and representing the
part-time students' proposals.
These proposals include nighttime registration and night-time
appointments with advisors .
Yan us stressed that daytime facilities should also be available at
night as most part-time students
hold down jobs during the day

------------------Lw
Roots Search Essay Contest

FEATURING PARK'S PRIVATE LABELS

f

• COLD B,iER •KEGS• SODA• ICE
• GIFT BASKETS MADE TO ORDER

SUBJECTS
Family reunion - past or present. Tracing your family roots. Plan
for family reunion - past or present.
RULES
Participation limited to the " Class of ' 81 ." Easa y must be written
on one side only. Essay must be typed on one side onl y. Essays
are prefered typed , although hand written essays will be
accepted . Paper must be 8½ inches by 11½ in ches. Minimum
four pages, typed or written.
DEADLINE
Essays are to be handed personall y to delivered to mailbox in
Student Org. office to : President of Class, Aaron De' Kar
Lawson in sealed envelopf by November 20, 1978, 4:00 p.m.

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize

$50 U.S. Savings Bond
$25 U.S. Savings Bond
$25 U.S. Savings Bond

FREE DELIVERY

Open Sunday
12-4 PM
Frank Lysick , Mgr. ·

617-9100
125 CHESTNUT ST .,
UNION

, ·

for Kean 's part-timers. Already
this semester they have held a
picnic and a theater trip.
Scheduled for Dec. 15 is a 50's
night, starring the " Chiffons"
and " Brooklyn Bridge." Tentative plans include another
theater trip and an annual
dinner-dance in May .

Seemingly unconcerned, Bob Ya nus relaxes under the sun a few days
after his close brush with the hereafter.

Indy Letters
(Continued from page 5)
appreciation. The reason you always hear disco playing in the pub is
because it comes from the juke box and this only plays what people
want to hear play. So please forgive me for rock people having to stay
away from the pub pn Tuesday night because it is disco night, but just
think how we feel on the other four nights of the week . In reference
to your " Disco Sucks" T-Shirts I feel this is a sign of ¥Our hollow
minds. WE may not agree with your musical taste but we do not go
around insulting your taste. My letter 2 weeks ago just asked for our
fair share we see that we won't get in the top 20 of WKCU there was
not one disco album. Last week I was asking, this week me and other
people who enjoy disco music on this campus are demanding equal
musical representation . If steps are not taken to remedy this situation
there will be action to force you to give us our equal time .
Also to Lynn Kirchlfoerffer, Lenore Penna and Debbie Bettmann
you invited me up to listen to some of your " Rock" that would fix my
head right up. You forgot to give me your address, fool. To you three
girls or any other rock people who want to get their head fixed up
with a little disco come to my apartment, 203 Sozio, and we'll sit down
and listen to a little good music.
Cordially yours,
Lou La Torre and the
numerous Disco enthusiasts
on this campus

Stopped? Trapped?

sponsored by
The Class of 1981

PARK LIQUORS
• FINE WINE, LIQUOR II, CHAMPAGNE•
DOMESTIC II, IMPORTED CHILLED
WINES
-

and cannot be on campus until
5:00 p .m . or later. He continued
by stating that part-time students
represent over 50% of the
student population at Kean and
should be fairly treated as such.
The " political advocacy front "
as Yanus refers to the Council ,
also provides a campus social life

NOTE
All essa y papers will be judged by the professors of the English
Department

ISA Clears Up
Dear Editor,
My intent as th~ President of the International Student Association
is to clear up some misunder ,tandi ngs by those students who have an
interest in the club.
The International Studen t Association is a funded group. Among
the many things that Internat ional Student Association is geared to
achieve is the unity of the for eign (International) Students attending
Kean College.
_This is to the end that they ca n best communicate their hopes, anxieties, and above all provide a platform for them to express and share
their culture with the campu s community.
As the name implies we are not a one cultured group e.g. African or
ltalain , but rather embrace all the cultures that would have I.S.A.

(Continued on page 19)
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News Commentary

Monmouth Road Revisited
by Carlos de Sa
Four years ago this month, the infamous Monmouth
Road Gate incident erupted into a potentially volatile
demonstration by the resident students of Kean College.
- One student aptly described it
as " the last riot in Kean College
history" (Indy Letters, Oct . 5) .
v'{hen the gate leading to Monmouth Rd . was closed and
fenced in by the college, the
residents' mounting frustration
suddenly boiled over . An angry
crowd o f residen t students and
sy m pathet i c
commuters
·

Fora good
night's sleep,

Super Plus
Tampax tampons

converged ~n the area and
attempted to tear down the
fence. Police were called in, the
local press was in attendance,
and the then Assistant Dean of
Students Pat Ippolito scurried to
and fro trying to avert a catastrophe.
.
Briefly, the college administration 's d ecision to close the
gate was a response to persistent complaints by a number of
civic associations and homeowners representing at least six
streets in the community immediately adjacent to the college.
The community claimed their
rights had been infringed by
students who parked on their
streets and blocked their
driveways, by late-night noise,
and by the littering of their
sidewalks.
Resident students, particularly those who didn't own cars,
simply wanted closer and safer
access to the delis, pizza parlors
and bar along North Avenue.
While the disruptive resident
students clearly were a minority, most of the residents were
only petitioning for a legitimate
right. A van service to supermarkets 'and greater variety of

The "awful stuff" on the fence is a grim reminder of "the last riot in Kean College history."
staple foo ds at the Candy Store
was the palliative offered by the
college to ease the strain of closing the gate.
The bottom line is that the
Monmouth Road community
had more clout than students .

Foster Diebold, Director of the
now defunct College Development office, candidly stated,

"nearly every politi_cian in New
Jersey, from the Elizabeth and
Union Township representa- •
f <:oo tiflt1t•d

0 11

...

l'u l!,' 17)

WHAT Morel
(Continued from page 18)

Old Bailey's Pub
Presents

11

Housing Arm Speaks:

Nightgown by Christian Dior

If you've ever needed
extra protection overnight. .. or on days when
your flow is heavy, you'll
think Super Plus Tampax
tampons were designed just
for you. And they were.
Super Plus Tampax
tampons give you longerlasting protection because
they're far more absorbent
than the average super. Yet
they're still surprisingly
slim and comfortable. A
rounded tip and smooth,
highly polished applicator
make them extra easy to
insert, too.
Now, when you need
something more, or when
you can 't change tampons
as readily as you like, switch
to Super Plus Tampax
tampons. You'll feel more
secure during the day. And
overnight, too.

The feminine protection more women trust

,

LADIES NIGHT

Wednesday
November 1st

Ladies-Drinks
½ Pr.ice
Music By

Marla Lewis

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPO RATEQ PALMER, MASS.

representing them in the campus.
Also LS.A . works along with the administration & faculty in helping
foreign students adjust to life in the college and understanding
college policies.
Finally I.S.A. under Student Organizations Constitution is opened
to all Kean College Students, and co-operates with the faculty. Let
I.S.A . help educationally, recreationally, socially ·and culturally to
make the campus life colorful and fulfilling .
President,
Patrick M. Muindi
International Student Association

Dear Editor,
Well Mr. Homesteader or should I say Ms., you really hit home.
Speaking as treasurer of Executive Board it would be physically and
mentally impossible for us to implement .a political organ in action
representing the Residence Halls. Not because we do not feel that it is
needed, but for the simple reason that we do not have eight hours,
five days a week to devote to Residence Association . It is a fact that
our main concern is social activities and group events.
Maybe you do not realize the time that goes into planning and organizing such activities. So far Residence Association has sponsored a
picnic " Battle of the Buildings." In the future a Halloween Party, a bus
trip to the flea market in Englishtown, the annual Thanksgiving
dinner, a Christmas party and a possible Christmas tree lighting event
are being plan fled. In my opinion this is enough to keep our Executive Board and other resident members occupied through the Fall
semester without much time to do anything else. Possibly if we had
every or almost every resident supporting us there could be a political committee on residents life. We do not have restrictions saying
we can only plan activities, but we do not have the manpower to do
anything else.
We cannot function independently; we are an " arm of Housing"
just as you and any other resident are. We cannot work against each
other, Housing, Re•s idence Association and Residents must work as
one unit. I do not believe that forming a separate committee would
be the answer to the problem. WE are all working for the same cause,
so let us unite and work together.
Respectfully,
Karen Van Amstel

Remembering When,
MEMORABILIA?
I

Dear Editor,
As a student at K.C.N .J. for four years I am shocked and dismayed to
hear that he yearly publication MEMORABILIA may not·come out
this year (the 1978 yearbook).
What happened to the editorial staff of the yearbook?
Were they swept off the face of the Earth by a torrential rainstorm
or were they kidnapped by aliens from another galaxy? Your guess is
as good as mine. If they were, do you think the aliens know how to
put together a yearbook?
As a working student, as many of us are, I simply can't see paying a
student activities fee that goes to an organization .that is in doubt. I'm
sure there are many other students at K.C.N.J. who feel the same way,
PISSED OFF! I, like many other students, look forward to seeing a
yearbook every year. What makes 1978 an exception?
In closing I would like to say just one thing to the editors of the 1978
MEMORABILIA, get your shit together!
Richard Stevens
No ifs ands or buts.

NDEPENDENT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----•

OuSter Imminent For Cuisine Limited

by Dorrie Christman
peting companies. The various
The contract granting exclusive rights to food service companies as well as the college
on Kean College has tentatively _been awarded to Cam- then submitted their testi·monies to an appointed hearing
pus Chefs, a division of CVI Food Service Inc., locally officer.
based in Elizabeth .. The determining factor of this
Saga and Servomation argued
decision was not the quality of the quantity of the food, that, based upon 1977/78 sales,
but the financial return to the college by the company they project 1978/ 79 sales at
$306,000. This 4.8% increase over
selected. Ironically, last semester's protest against the the prior year's $291 ,761 sales was
food services on campus has apparently had no effect on predicated on the bidders' belief
that increased prices would
the choice of the company.

result in revenue growth and
excess of the amount given for that sales could be higher if serThe actual awarding of the each college under special convice were to improve. Should
contract has been held up by dition for gross sales from all
1978/ 79 sales increase to over
contestions made by Saga ,. sources.
$294,735, the returns from Saga
Servomatiori
and
Cuisine
8. Price and portion schedule and Servomation would both exLimited Food Service companies. for entrees and individual foods
ceed that of CVl's. Cuisine
Due to the delay, Cuisine was and beverages offered.
Limited also argued this point as
granted an extension of their
C. Evidence of net worth , well as another. Initially, it is
contract until the dispute is set- policies, practices, standards,
argued that Cuisine proposed
tled .
procedures, audit forms.
the installation of $1350.00 in
According to Ed Callaghan,
D. List of past and present new equipment. · This equipDirector of Business Services, clients.
ment, which consists of a pizza
Cuisine has been serving Kean
E. Quality , quantity and oven , various menu d isplays, and
College for the past eight years, variety of foods provided .
hot food dispensing equipand gone through the bidding
F. Operational plan for the ment, was not, Cuisine argues,
process two or three times. Ser- individual college.
considered in the bid evaluation.
vices go to bid every three years
Finally, the document called Notwithstanding this, repreby law, and this previous year for the successful bidder to pay
sentatives from the college and
was the end of Cuisine's three- the college $2000 per month and
the Division of Purchase and
year term.
to specify a commission on all
Property both testified that all
Bids from seven companies sales in excess of $250,000. When
· factors were considered . The
were submitted. Callaghan em- Tom Gallagher, from the Purvarious proposals were of apphasized that the company chase and, Property division of
proximately equal quality, leavselected is the one which offers the Attorney General 's office
ing the ·financial return to the
the best service in the way of was asked why quality of foods
college as the sole distinguishfood , maintenance and return to was listed as second to last in the
ing feature.
the college, while keeping the list of criteria, he replied that it
Most of the companies bid on
prices affordable to the con- made no difference in which
a scale that increased the return
sumers . According to a tran- order the criteria were listed, all
to the state with increased gross
script obtained by the were of equal importance. After
sales. Campus Chefs, however,
INDEPENDENT from the At- review of all bids with Mr.
bid a flat rate of $28,000 return to
torney General 's Office on the Callaghan, it was determined
the state throughout the
contestions, six criteria were that CVI was the lowest bidder
$250,000 to $300,000 projected
designated by the State and the meeting the specifications.
gross revenues. This strategy carcollege as pertinent to the award
Before the contract was
ried an unintentional hidden addetermination :
awarded, however, arguments vantage since after the bids were
A. Commission proposed in against CVI arose from the comentered, the college announced
that it intended io do some
$15,000 less business with t he
Food Service than was estimated . The reason for the drop
in patronage, was the college
(Continued from page 18)
student activity room for a new
intended to hold fewer special
make it possible " to have a weightroom was suggested at events. The net result was that
Tuesdays
meeting.
The
room
is
weightlifting team, and weightthe estimated gross revenues
located across the corridor from
lifting has become a popular
dropped below the gross sales
the book store, and is presently
team sport. "
that the companies competiunoccupied . This and other
The weightroom is located at
tively bid upon . For this reason,
suggestions on what might be
CSW108. It is approachable only
the CVI proposal was selected.
done to improve the present
by a short corridor which is
weightlifting facilities, will be
cluttered with mats. The right
discussed when the committee
side of the room is occupued by
meets next week.
a universal, while the opposite
side of the room is scattered with
weights, benches, and racks . Ac(Continued from page 1)
ross the room from the doorway
deal with these situations. Camthere are windows, which appus Police Director Martin
parently, provide the only venGreenberg reiterated this, stating that the Council "is a vehicle
tilation . Tom Knoth commentto rectify any existing problem."
ing on the weightroom said, " exO ' Donnell agreed to do this.
isting conditions in the weightHowever, he stated that he had
room literall y stink, the thermomet with several officials over
stat is broken and the place
the years regarding these indsmells like an armpit."
- dents, to see them only tempoThe possibility of using the
Cracked weight says it all.
rarily resolved . " The time has
come when action has to be initiated, if not by the college, then
by our own staff." O ' Donnell
stated he might consider legal
(Continued from page 1)
should be made aware of it." Ac- action through the State Hotline
ly will present a dangerous situa- cording to Ray Parente, " an in- Association . He will also seek adtion in the future. A specific vestigation is underway and the vice from the National Associaproposal will be recommended fraternity in question will make tion .
after the situation had been in- amends."
The matter was raised by
vesti gated .
New council members were Student Organization President
Th e most serious issue to come announced. Dave Diaz for the Ray Parente at the Student
up, concerned alleged abuses by Senior Class and Henry Garcia. Council meeting on Friday, OcCampus Police. According to Ex- Chris Cottle is now the new per- tober 20. Parente cited "a great
ecuti ve Board minutes Tom
manent Parliamentarian and lack of communication between
O'Donnell, the Director of Evelyn Cruz will be the Surro- Campus Police, with possibly
Hotline brought up numerous gate Parliamentarian.
Student Activities Office and
abuses against Hotline volunNew Officers for the Freshman Hotline. "
teers by Campus Police. A
class were introduced. They are:
Gus Garcia, Treasurer of
num ber of council members Mark Cichowski, President; Lisa Student Organization, who was
rela ted similar dissatisfaction
Davis, Vice President; Monique the student representative apwith the Campus Police. AccordToler, Treasurer. Cichowski then pointed to the Community
ing to Howard Popper, "Those entered the name of Linda Police Relations Board said he
Cam pus Police have brought a Wacker as Recording Secretary, had talked to the officers inlot of grief to a lot of people."
to be approved by council. After volved, and found that they had
It was brought to the attention
some difficulty the approval vote not been' totally briefed and inof council by Renaldo Stokes was defeated until Cichowski formed about activities on camthat " a number of Student Org.
had a chance to meet with his Ex- pus . Marion Kortjohn, Director
envelopes have been used by a t:cutive Board to plan to seek of
Student
Activities,
was
Fraternity to promote a private
other applicants for the job granted the floor to reply. She
activity and I think that council
said that Campus Police are
along with Miss Wacker.

Award Contested

Poor Weightroom

,,

Council History

,
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Steve Pusak, Director of Cuisine at Kean, is sorry to lose the bid
because -of innovative ideas for improved service.
Protest Has No Effect
Ray Parente, President of

There had been some specula- Student Org ., agreed with the
tion as to the effect that last Dean's comments by saying that
semester's protest had on Kean's " The student protest could have,
choice. Members of Lambda had an effect on the decision
Theta Chi and Sigma Theta Chi but there were many othe;
started a petition last April pro- reasons for the choice." One of
testing the food service on cam- the advantages of choosing
pus. The main concern was the Campus Chefs, noted Ippolito
" poor quality of the food " stated and Parente, was the · fact that
Gus Garcia, spokesman for the they are locally based, whereas
protest. Students were very re- Cuisine's home office is in Philasponsive to the petition , which delphia.
acquired 729 signatures, and
The best way to handle commembers of the Student Orplaints,
suggested Pat Ippolito,
ganization, Evening Student
was to fill out the complaint
Council, and various fraternities
cards available to students in the
a_n d sororities also lent their supcafeteria. He said, " Whoever the
port to the protest.
food company is, we have to
Referring to the student
know the problems in order to
protest, Dean of Students Pat
correct them ."
Ippolito said, " I don 't believe it
Food Services manager for
had anything to do with it, it was
a matter of state bidding pro- Cuisine Limited, Steve Pusak,
cedures." He did say however, stated that they wou Id be sorry to
that the protest re-emphasized lose the bid because they have
the need for a thorough ex- some innovative ideas for the
amination of all the food service service on Kean 's campus. Pusak
companies and what they had to also said that if Cuisine should
lose the contract, he hopes they
offer. Although Kean administrators had ·not been entirely dis-

satisfied with Cuisine, and in fact
Dean Ippolito felt that "i n many
ways Cuisine has been responsive" to the co mplaints
lodged against them, all felt it
was time for a full investigation
of the improvements that could
be made.

will regain it again next year and
thereby put its ideas into action.

Whoever serves the Kean
community its daily bread, Dean
Pat Ippolito sum.med up
everyone's sentiments by stating, " I hope we end up with a
company that provides the kind
of services the students want ."

Hotline Protests Police Abuse
aware of all campus actIvItIes Police officers at the desk when
through a schedule compiled b y Sivoli a·nd Weber arrived: Ofher office which they . receive. ficers Robert Munnings and
She also stated that they have George Albertocki, · and Sgt.
known of Hotline for years.
Venicious Grisby. According to
Council member Christ Cottle Sivoli's account , fully co nfirmed
said that his fraternity had also by Weber, he was asked what key
encountered similar problems in he needed, and when he replied,
gaining access to the College - was told that Campus Police had
Center building during the not had that key for the past
weekend . Council
member three weeks . Sivoli explained
Howard Popper said that the that Hotline's lock had been
situation should be reviewed "in changed, and that Campus
relation to the entire scope of Police should have the key. He
Campus Police activities on this then suggested that the Police
campus."
open the Hotline office with the
The incident on October 15 master key. At this point, Sivoli
which led to O ' Donnell ' s protest stated that the officers became
as told by Joe Savoli , Hotline Co- abusive and told him not to dicordinator, happened as follows :
tate to them how to perform
According to Sivoli 's account, their jobs.
the Police Dispatcher checked
Sivoli replied that he would go
and said that they did have the
requested key in the possession to the President with a complaint
of the building aide, a Student on Monday. In the altercation
Activities O ffice student worker. that followed, he attributed Sgt.
He is assigned by that office to Grisby with using foul language
supervise weekend activities on to describe the Hotline program
campus, and is authorized to and the President.
check out a set of keys with CamThe Campus Police officers
pus Police, one of which opens
told a different story. They
the Hotline office.
Sivoli then .came on campus stated, in essence, that Sivoli had
and headed for the College heen abusive from the start. They
Center Building hoping to find denied that foul language had
the building aide. He did not find been used, and said the Presithe building aide but came ac- dent had never been mentioned.
ross Susan Weber, Hotline Ad- Instead, according to their stateministrative Assistant, and ments, Sivoli had said he would
togetherthey headed for Cam- go to the Dean, and they replied
simply that he should do that if
pus Police Headquarters.
There were three Campus he wished.

